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LITHOTOMY 'versus LIfHOLAPAXY.*

By CHARLES B. SHUTTLEwORTH, M.D., C. LR-.P. (LoXD.), F.R.C.S.(Exo.),

Su eon out-Patients' Department Toronto General, St. Michael's and Hospital
7or Sick Childrun. Toronto; enonstrator Clinical Surgery and Anatomy,

Toronto Uniliversity Medical Faculty.

The subject of stone in the bladder, notwithstanding the fact
that it has been so often discussed, is of great interest to the
surgeon, who is always inclined to give a favorable reception
to any suggestions which may help to throw any light on the
subject.

There aie certain parts of the globe where stone is very
prevalent, such as the North-West of India, the delta of the
Nile, East Anglia, and, on this continent, the Mississippi valley,
while in other countries of the world stone is only occasionally
met vith, or, indeed, is almost unknown.

In a review of the literature of the subject of urinary
calculus, I have taken advantage of the writings of those who
have had wide experience and unrivàlled opportunities in
dealing with this affection. These include Freyer, Keegan,
Keith and Baker, in India; Milton, in Egypt; Ferguson,
Thompson, Harrison, Cadge and Burton, in England; Guyon,
Dittel and Volkmann, in Europe; and. Briggs, Cabot, Keyes
and Bangs, in America.

No single operation meets the requirements of all cases of
stone. We have several entirely different methods, each of
which has certain advantages and alsoïits own peculiar difficul-
ties and dangers, which must be recognized and avoided. The
best results will be attained by the surgeon who bas a thorough
practical kûowledge of all methods of operating, and who will

*etead beforo the. Ontario Icdical .Association, June 14th, 1901.



LTHOIOMY versus L[THOLAPAXY.

study each case by itself, and, in the best interests of his
patient, select the operation whicli best meets the indications
and requirements. fe will, in this way, obtain better results
than are possible to the mere advocate of a special operation,
however expert lie may be in its performance.

Where a stone in the bladder is too large to pass per i vas
natwrales one of two methods may be adopted, either opening
the bladder through the perineum, or above the pubes; or
crushing the calculus so that it may be removed through the
brethra.

The first method of "cutting for stone " is one of the oldest
operations known to surgeons, and dates back before the tiie
of Hippocrates, andsince Celsus, with a scalpel alone, eut blindly
"-on the gripe' the operation of perineal lithotony has under-
gone many modifications. It was practised by priests and
laymen with great success as late as the earlier part of the
eigiteenth century. To Cheselden, in Englaud. is due the
credit of placing the lateral operation on a scientifie ana,.omicail
basis. HRe performed 213 lateral lithotoinies with a mortality
of only 5 per cent. Suprapubic lithotomy was first perfornied
by Pierre Franco, in 1550, but was not recommended by him,
and was lost to sight for a long time. It was revived in the
eighteenth century by Douglass and Cheselden, in England, and
was frequently practised during the earlier part of last century,
but gradually declined in popularity, being more dangerous
than the perineal route. In 1880 it was again revived by
Petersen, of Kiel, wlho improved the operation by distention of
the bladder and rectum with water. To this procedure, and
the application of antiseptie methods, the operation owes its
present popularity.

In ISIS., Civiale published his work on lithotrity. He advo-
cated the crusling of the stone in the bladder, at many short
sittings, and left the fragments to 1  passed with the urine.
His first successful operation was performed in 1824, and
although operating with inferior appliances, he demonstrated
the possibility of pulverizing stones by instraments introduced
through the urethra. Subsequently varions improvements
were made in the .instruments used, unt-il the invention of the
moderni lithotrite, when the operation reached a high degree of
perfection, although the death-rate was high.

It was, however, to the genius of Henry J. Bigelow, of
Boston, that the origin of "lithotrity at one sitting " or litho-
lapaxy is to be attributed. This occurred in 1878, when he
introduced improved instruments, and proposed, under anes-
thesia, not only to crush the stone through' the urethra, but by
a powerful evacuator to wholly renove the fragments a one
and the sine sitting.
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LITHOTORMY versus LITHOLARAXY.

This procedure -was eagerly accepted by the profession. It
revolutionized the old operation of lithotrity, and up to the
present time has -been universally accepted as th.- best method
of treating uncomplicated cases of vesical caleulus.

Bigelow showed that the bladder was much more tolerant to
instrumentation than was previousiy believed, and pointed ont
that the greatest danger of lithotrity was not in the use of
instruments, but froin the subsequent irritation of the bladder
by the fragments of stone left in it.

In 1878, Otis, of New York, pointed out that the calibre of
the urethra -was greater than had formerly been suppoý, ', and
this bas been found to hold good in children. Notwithstanding
the fact that lateral lithotomy had been eminently successful
in children, Surgeon-liajor Keegan, in India, extended the
operation of litholapaxy to males up to the age of puberty, and
in the Lavcet of January 16th, 1897, published the following
table, showing the comparative safety of crushing operations
in children:

Ž..niber of Average Percentage
Nature of Operation. Cases. Age. Mortality.

Litholapa-cy ............... 509 6.35 2.35
Lateral Lithotomy ...... ......... 267 6.90 5.24

In making a choice of several entirely d ferent metiods, it
-will be necessary fo carefully consider various factors which in
great measure contribute to a successful issue. These may be
arranged as follows:

1. Age and mortality.
2. Size and consistency of the stone.
3. Completeness of cure.
4. The state of the urethra, bladder and kidneys
5. The danage done to anatoinical structures and inter-

ference with the functions of the parts.
To these must be added the skill and experience of the

operator.
Age and Mortity.-The mortaiity of al! stone ope.ations is

least in children, and increases with each decade after puberty,
and cases may consequently be conveniently arranged in three
groups, according to age ; (a,) Infancy to puberty; (b) Puberty
to middle age: (e) 31iddle age to old age. This division marks
more or less accurately certain epochs in the development and
decay of the genito-urinary orgaus.

3.19.



LITHOTOMY versus LITHIOLAPAXY.

The following table, compiled from various sources by Cabot,
of Boston, for " Morrow's System," includes the records of many
operators, and also embraces -Barliig's Tables ir~om six large
London and six provincial hospitals, but excludes the statistics
of surgeons wlho, by long practice and exceptional opportuni-
ties, have become exceedingly expert, as with Ferguson. Cadge
and Agnew, in lithotomy, and Guyon, Keith, Keegan and
Freyer in the operation of litholapaxy.

Group (a)-In*fancy to Puherty.

Percentage
Cases Deaths. MortaIity7.

Perineal Lithotomy............ 60-) 19 3.1
Suprapubie .................. 637 84 13.3
Litholapaxy............. 284 i - 1.7

Group (b)-Pu>crty to Middle A.d

Percentage
Cases. Deaths. Mortality.

Perineal Lithotonmy............. 226 9.7
Suprapubic iâthotomy ........ 159 18 11.3
Litholapaxy................... 485 22 4.5

Group (c)-Middle Age to Old Age.

Percentage
Cases Deaths. J Mortality.

Perineal Lithotomy ...... 69 13 19
Suprapubic Lithotomy ........ 91 37 18
Litholapaxy .................. 581 40 7

The above statistics being based on the resuits of operations
performed by various surgeons outside the "stone districts"
will, perhaps, give a truer estimate of the relative mortality
than the following table, which represents the returns of
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LITHOTOMY versus LITHOLAPAXY.

operations perforned on patients of all ages by experts in
India, where stone is very common:

Operation. Cases. Cured. Died. lortality.

lateral Lithotomy ........ 7,201 6,407 794 11.02
Suprapubic Lithotomy .... 147 86 61 42.17
Litlapy.................10,073 9,665 399 3.00

Keegan, in Lancet, January 30th, 1897.

These figures show -that in childhood the crushing operation
is one of comparative safety, aithough there is little to choose
between it and the time-honored lateral section. The sectio
alta is at this age much more dangerous. After.puberty the
enlargement of the urethra and development .of the prostate,
with a consequent increase in vascularity, inereases the dangers
of cutting operations through the perineun. These changes,
however, facilitate the crushing operation, and render the per-
formance of litholapaxy comparatively easy and safe. In old
age the mortality is decidedly in favor of litholapaxy, being
very little higher than it was carlier in life, whereas the
danger of ail eutting operations is markedly increased at this
age. This is due to a loss of vigor, the increased size of the
prostate gland with its injurious effect on the bladder.

size and Consistency of the Stonze.-Tie Iinits as to size
under litholapaxy are being from time to time extended as
instruments become more perfected. Stones weighing as much
a 6- ounces, which could not at first have been attenipted,
have been removed successfully in this way. (Ereyer, in British
Medical Jon;)-nal, 1894.)

The bardness of the stone does not now contraindicate litho-
iapaxy, but where a.very large or dense calculus.is encountered
which defles the pow-ers of the lithotrite, the surgeon will have
to resort to one of the cutting operations.

Competeness of Cwre.-That there is a greater danger of
leaving a frngment of stone in the -bladder after crushing than
after lithotomy is one of the chief objections urged, but this is
due rather to a want of thoroughness on the part of tho surgeon
than to a lack of completeness in the operation, for with a
variety of evacuating cannuhe, both straight and eurved, in
competent hands, the chance of recurrence from retained frag-
ments is very sniall indeed. The danger of retention of frag-
ments is, however, greatly increased by any obstruction to the
flow of urine, such as enlarged prostate. The bladder is then
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LITliOTOMY versus LITHOLAPAXY.

more apt to be sacculated, and the chance of fragments being
missed by the evacuator are decidedly greater. A healthy
bladder would, no doubt, rid itself of such débris.

The State of the Urethra, Bladler avd Kidneys.-Stricture
of the urethra, in any part of its course, is no longer an obstacle
to crushing, for it may be first dealt with either by divulsion
or internal urethrotomy. If, however, an old, indurated, tor-
tuous stricture exists, especially if complicated with fistulh; or
if the urethra is intolerant of instrumentation, and rigors and
fever follow any attempt at dilatation, it will be necessary to
cut, for this would permit the removal of the stone and the
cure of the stricture.

Enlarged prostate does not prohibit litholapaxy if the neces-
sary instruments can be introduced, and many brilliant results
have been obtained in such cases, but it may be difficult or im-
possible to seize the calculus with the lithôtrite, and, even if
the stone be. broken, there nay be great difficulty in finding
the fragments, and also 'he danger of leaving fragments behind
wThile espirating. Here th- suprapubie operation, in the hands
of the general surgeon, will -.e advisable.

n old mien with enlarged prostates, where the necessary
mechanical disturbance attending litholapaxy stirs up the
vesical neck so that a cystitis, more or less intense and pro-
ionged, follows the operation, E. L. Keyes, in. a paper read
before the Medical Society, New York, in 1892, pointed out
that " these cases do well under lithotomy, and in thein the
suprapubic method should be adopted, beciuse it allows the.
surgeon to deal at a single sitting, not only with the minor
necessity-th- small stone-but also vith the more important
and permanent disability-the enlarged prostate-by prolong-
ing the superapubie lithotony into a prostatectomy and making
the patient's necessity the surgeon's opportunity."

Where the stone is encysted, or lodged in the opening of the
ureter, or urethra, and cannot be dislodged, or a concomitant
tumor or tub rculosis of the bladder exists, suprapubie litho-
tomy is the operation of election, for by no other method can
both be deait with. In diseased conditions 6f the bladder or
kidneys, w'hich so militate against the chances of recovery in
ali operative procedure, or in cases of unhealthy urine arising
from- either, the opinion of Sir Wm. Hingston, of Montreal, is
to the effect that "the lithotrite is as safe an instrument as
the lithotomists knife. Nor should an attempt at the removal
of a calcuus by cither method be delayed pending an effort-
usually fruitless-to improve any of these conditions."

Te Damage Done to Aialomical Structures a-nl Ilîeger-
ence witb the Functions of tw Par.-The especial superiority
of litholapaxy to al other methods lies.in the fact that, whxen
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carefully performed, it involves no permanent injury to the
parts, nor does it disturb any physiological funetion. Its
sequale are few and rarely serious. Suprapubie lithotoniy
causes no permanent trouble, although a fistulous opening
sometiines remains which refuses to heal, and is a e mstant
source of discomfort to the patient. There may be difficulty
in a very fat patient in reaching the bladder above. the pubes,
or in obiaining suflicient room to reach that viscus, owing to
the close relations of the peritoneum to the pubie bone. Hemor-
rhage and urinary infiltration, with consequent sepsis, cousti-
tute the chief dangers of the operation. The presence of a
wound in the bladder wall nay be the cause of adhesions to
the~abdominal wall or pubes, and so interfere with the proper
contraction of the fibres of -the bladder, or a urinary deposit
may take place on the scar and lead to a recurrence Qf stone.

The lateral operation passes through important structures.
Incontinence of urine, fistula, injury to the seminal duets,
sometimes resulting in sterility, are objections urged against
this operation. It often involves an extensive incision into the
pr. state, or serious bruising of the gland, by the necessary dila-
t»tion of the neck of the 1bladder, and the extraction of the
calculus through it-a grave danger in old people. Profuse
hemorihage and injury to the rectum must also be taken into
account.

An account of the various operations for the removal of
stone would be incomplete without reference to perineal litho-
trity, proposed by -Dolbeau, in 1862, nodified by -Reginald
Harrison, and described by him in the Lancet of September
22nd, 188S. Mr. Harrison, by a snall median incision, opens
the meimýbraneous urethra on a grooved guide, digitally dilates
the prostatic urethra and neck of the bladder, and then, by a
giant lithotrite, introduccd into the bladder, crushes the stone
and removes the fragments by forceps or aspirator.

In the Bradshaw Lecture of 1896, Mr. Harrison points out
the advantages of perineal lithotrity as follows: (1) It enables
the operator to crush and evacuate large stones in a short fine.
(2) Less risk to life than- other cutting operations, and is well
adapted to the old and feeble, -where for any reason crushing is
inadmissible. (3) It permits of more effectual washing of the
bladder and any ponehes connected with it, as -tie route is
shorter and larger tubes may be used. (4) The bladder nmay
be more thoroughliy explored by forceps or finger to ascertain
that the viscus is cleared of débris. (5) It allows of eflicient
drainage of the bladder by rubber tubes, and treatment of
eystitis due to retention of urine in pouches in its walls: This
method is also well adapted for the cure of stricture in the
deep urethra when complicating stone.
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324 LITHOTOMY versus LITHOLAPAXY.

Perineal lithotrity, no doubt, has a great future, and on
account of its safety may replace both lateral and suprapubie
lithotomy. Forbes Keith, of Delhi, India, Las operated by this
method 157 times, with a mortality of 1.9 per cent. (Lancet,
September 30th, 1893.)

In conclusion, the choice of operation may be briefly sum-
narized, as follows:

1. Litholapaxy is certainly the operation of election in all
simple cases of stone in the urinary bladder.

2. When the stone is too hard or too large to be crushed
through the urethra or removed by the laterail method without
injury, the suprapubic method should be adopted or, perhaps
better, by perineal lithotrity.

3. When the stone is encysted or associated with - tumor of
the bladder or prostate, choose the suprapubie route and remove
both at the same timne.

4. Where there is a tighit, deep urethral stricture, especially
when fistube exist, requiring a long operation to overcome,
select the suprapubie or median perineal operation.

5. lin anchylosis of one or both hip joints, which interferes
with the use of urethral instruments, and excludes all perineal
operations, do suprapubie lithotomy.

6. In the presence of foreign bodies in the bladder, which
may form the nucleus of a calculas and resist the lithotrite,
perform one of the perineal methods.

7. Although litholapaxy applied to children is very successful
in the hands of experts, for the present lateral lithotomy is the
safer operation for the general surgeon.

8. Litholapaxy should be carried out, whenever possible,
when senile degenerations exist, or vhen there are morbid
changes in the genito-urinary apparatus, and the necessary
treatment afforded to the complication, either before or after
litholapaxy.



MORBUS COXAE-ETIOLOGY AND DIAGNOSIS.*

Br W. E. GALLIE, M.B., TonoIo.

During Iny terra on the surgical wards of the Hospital for
Sick Children, I have had an opportunity of closely studying
the course of hip-joint disease. Owing to the niethod of keep-
ing elinical records of all cases admitted, some statistics have
come to my hand which I hope will be interesting and
instructive.

Since the building of the Hospital for Sick Children upon its
present site in 1892, 318 -cases of tuberculous disease of bone
have been treated in its wards. These were distributed as
follows

Hips..................179 Spines................... 70
Knees................ 52 Ankies................... 9
Wrists ................. 4 Metacarpal bones..........1

Three main factors are recognized in the etiology of tuber-
culous disease:

First-The general predisposition of the patient to infection,
- a predisposition which may be hereditary or acquired.

Second-The local predisposition of the part, that is, the
formation of 1. circumpscribed area whose resistance to infection
is less than that nf the surrounding tissues.

Third-The source of infection itself, the tubercle bacillus.
Let us discuss, in tlhe irst place, the general predisposition of

the patient. By this. it i.- meant that the body fluids are less
autiseptie than normal tc the bacillus of tuberculosis.
Authorities state that such a condition May be inheiited from
parents who have tuberculosis or who are themnselves in a con-
dition of predisposition to the disease. A study of the statistics
of hospitals for consumptives indicates, that heredity plays a
large part in predisposition to pulmonary tuberculosis, soine
stating that if the inquiry is thorough enough a fanily history
will be found present in practically al! cases. This statenent
can not be so well applied to tuberculosis. of boue. Of our 318
cases only 131 -had any semblance of a tubereular family
history, even when traced out among the uncles, aunts and
cousins. We May say, then, that only one-third of our cases
have any taint whatever of hereditary predisposition. Getting
down clcser to the patient, we find that only 73 out of the
total of 318 cases vere the children of tubercular parents. That
is to say, only one quarter -of all our cases had a direct family
history. Comparing them, the proportion of tubercular cases

'Presented to the Post-Graduate Societ.y of Toronto.



326 MORBUS COX.;-ETOLOGY AND DIAGNOSIS

who have a history of the disease in the family witlh the
proportion of children who are perfectly healthy and yet have
relatives with the disease, it will be found that there is not
sufficient evidence to justify us in concluding that tuberculosis
in the parent particularly predisposes the child. 'Our statistics
on this point compare very fa.vorably with those of the Hospital
for Ruptured and Crippled in New York. They have found
that only 25 per cent. of some thousands of cases examined
have any trace of tuberculosis in the family history, even a
smaller proportion than we find here in Toronto. Of course, it
niaybe suggested that the getting of a family history depends
largely on the house-surgeon who admits the patient. It is a
well-known fact that people dislike very much to admit that
there is any hereditary disease present in the family, and it is
possible that if the admitting physician is not careful lie may
overlook some small clue that would lead to a definite dis-
covery. With this possibility in mind, dur;ng my terni on the
admitting department, I went very carefully into the family
history of each case, with a result that in only one out of
ten-consecutive cases admitted was there any history of tuber-
culosis whatever. In riew of these facts, I think I am justified
in concluding that in determining whether a child is or is not
to have osseous tuberculosis, family predisposition is of not very
great importance.

But there is another factor which lias a strong influence in
determining whether an attack by tubercle bacilli shall be
successful or not. This is the condition of antisepsis of the
body fluids to disease gerns in. general.

It is a matter of common observation that weak, sickly
parents beget puny, ill-nourished children. The parents of our
tubercular patients are particularly noticeable as a pale, tired-
out sort of people, not necessarily tubercular, but having simply
that unhealthy appearance thas indicates a low state of vitality.
îNaturally the children of such parents start out in life with a
very small stock of resisting power to the onset of disease.

Added to ,this inherited predieposition are usually found
Imany factors which still further tend to diminish the vital

resisting power. The most potent of these is poverty. The
majority of our patients have been ill-fed, dirty and ill-clad all
their lives. Their hygienie surroundings have been of the
ivorst variety-bad heat, bad light and bad ventilation coin-
bining to reduce still further their already small stock of
vitality. As a natural result, over one-half of our pat- -s
were delicate children from birth, the parents giving histories
of difficult feeding during infancy, a slowness of the grow-h
and physiological development of the child, and a marked
susceptibility to infectious disease. Usually the category of
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the diseases of childhood is full-mumps, chicken-pox, whoop-
ing-cough, measles, scarlet fever and diphtheria appearing lin
their turns, and now the onset of tuberculosis 'shows that once
again the weakened defenses have been broken down, and the
penalty must be paid for disobeying Nature's knvs.

Sunming up the conclusions to which 1 have arrived on the
subject. of predisposition to tuberculosis in bones and joints, I
would arrange the etiological factors in this order:-

Of greatest importance, a weakened vital resistance, acquired
from any of the influences I have described. Secondly, inherit-
ance of a low resisting power tc ifectious disease in genera!.
And of least importbmce of all, .nat is commonly known as
"heredity."

The second heading in the discussion of the etiology vas
local predisposition. Of our total of three hundred and eighteen
cases, one hundred and thirteen, or over one-third, gave a
definite history of injury. A typical history of these cases, as
we receive them, is somewhat as follows:

Two mnonths ago, Johinnie fell on the ice and severely injured
his knee. For a few days he limped about with considerâble
difficulty, but gradually the pain and stiffness disappeared,
uintil finally the only indication of an injury vas a slight
limitation of movement in the joint. Six weeks later it was
noticed that le began to limp again, and so on the various
symptoms proceeded to assert thenselves.

The presence of that bridge of slight limitation of iove-
ment between the actual injury and the onset of tie typical
symptoms leaves no doubt in my m din that the injury was the
direct cause of the disease. Frequently, of course, you find
cases where the injury was of some~trivial character, such as a
slight bruise or twist, and in these the signs of trauma have
completely disappeared before the onset of the symptoms of
tuberculosis. But the uniformity with which we find these
patients giving a history of injury at a certain definite interval,
four to six weeks before the onset of the disease, proves con-
clusively that trauma is a potent factor in aiding the growth
of the bacillus of tuberculosis.

The statement was made above that over one-third of our
cases gave a definite history of injury. This, however, does
not give a correct idea -f the important part injury plays in
the etiology of the disease. In the total number of cases treated
here are nany from. whom it would be impossible to get such a
history, 'even though there had been a definite trpumatic
influence. For instance, children under four years of age
might easily have -had a fali, of which. the p~arents knew
nothing, aud as a result our statistics would suffer. To get
over this difficulty I have picked out the histories of the
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tuberculous hips and knees over four years of age, a total of two
hundred and five, and of this number, ninety, or practically
one-half, give a history of injury. So that by excluding those
cases that could not possibly give a history of trauma, we have
increased our proportion from one-third to one-half. But it is
also possible that many of these cases, over four years of age,
from whon we have obtained no definite story of injury, may
have met with some slight accident, such as a bruise or sprain,
quite sufficient to start bacterial growth, but which the patient
bas never noticed at ail. To prove that this is the case, let me
return to my statistics again. Of those two hundred and tive

-cases of tuberculous hips and knees, one hundred and tiwenty-
one were on the right side and only seventy-eight were on the
left. That is, practically two-thirds were rights and one-third
lefts, or the number of rights was double the number of lefts.
Now all children use the right side of the body more than the
left. Aniong boys playing football it is considered a rare
quality to be able to kick with the left foot as well as with the
right. If you will notice boys playing hockey or racing on
the ice, you will find that in making a turn they usually go to
the left so as to use the right foot to better advantage as a
means of propulsion, so that I think we are perfectly safe in
stating that the right foot and leg are the-ones most constantly
subjected to work, and consequently to strain or injury. The
fact, then, that we have twice as many rights as lefts is easily
explained by the theory, that infection may be favored by the
numerous. little jars and str'ains, which, although they arouse
no comment at the time, nevertheless result in injury to the
tissues.

One more proof that injuryis a very important factor in the
onset of tuberculosis. We find that out of a total of one hundred
and twenty-one cases of hips and knees, on the right side, ouly
thirty-four give a -definite history of injury; while out of a
total of seventy-eight lefts, fifty date the onset of symptoms
f rom some fall or blow. That is, only one-quarter of the rights,
as compared with practically all the lefts, have a history of fol-
lowing trauma. Now, as we said above, the right side of the
body is much more used than the left, so that it is much more
prone to little additional jars or strains which may be entirely
overlooked. On the other hand, the left side is not as nuch
used, and injury to it is much more likely to be noticed than ou
the right, and as a result we find that practically all the lefts
have a history of definiteinjury. So t.hat, to summarize, we find
that on the side w'herc the proportion of injuries which are
slight and liable to be overlooked is the greater, the number of
inluries recorded is much less thàn on the side where minor
injury is not so likely to occur. Reasoning backwards from
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this we arrive at the same conclusion,'that injury or overuse is
the starting point in the onset of the disease.

It is of interest to note just here that of our total number of
tubercular patients 6fty-nine per cent. were males and forty-one
per cent. females. It is well known that boys play and hurb
themselves much more than girls do, so that the statistics simply
add additional evidence to prove the conclusions jus. arrived at.

Before leaving the subject of the influences which favor the
growth of the specific germ I shall give a little space to a dis-
cussion of the age at which tuberculosis attacks the bones and
joints of the body.

I have here the original sheet upon which I made up the
totals of the various ages, and as it stands it gives a more
graphic idea than figures of the period at which the disease is
most prevalent.

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Il 12 13 14 15 16

2 10 24- 28 39 41 29 22 26 18 20 22 15 14- O

You will notice that the coluns representing the cases of
the age of five and six are much longer than any of the rest and
that as you go farther away from these on either side, the
length of the column gradually diminishes. That is to say,
starting at the first year of life and advancing to the sixth year,
the number of cases increases, but after the sixth year the
number diminishes until about the seventeenth year no more
new cases occur. A study of this -emarkable regularity of rise
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and fall,with the maximum peint at the age of six gives food
for interesting discussion. In explanation of the fact let me
advance the following theory:

You will notice that in the first year of life there are
practically no cases of tuberculous disease of bones or joints.
This is explained by the fact that there is comparatively
small chance of injury during that period and consequently,
as we decided above, a proportionately small chance of the
onset of the disease. But as the child grows older his
liability to injury increases, until about the seventh or eighth
year, which miay be described as the clumsy age, lie gets more
knocks and bumps than at any other time. But the younger a
child is, the more prone he is to infection by bacteria, that
is, as a child grows older his resisting power to bacterial
growth becomes proportionately stronger, until finally at the
age of eleven or twelve, lie has reached a state of comparative
immnunity to infectious disease. Let us represent graphically
what we have thus far stated.

c F

I 2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 ;o Il 12 13 14 15 ir 17.

Let the line A B represent the gradual increase in the liability
to injury from one year of age to the age of eight or ninepwhen
it slowly begins to fall again, and let the lne CD represent the
liability of the child to infection, fallinig fron its maximum in
the first year to its minimum beyond the ages of twelve or
thirteen. The point at which these two lines cross, namely at
0, in the Une representing the sixth year, indicates the time at
which the child is most lable to the disease. That is to say,
the time in the life history of a child at which he is most liable
to -injury, and at the same time least able'to resist bacterial.
growth, which ha,,ppens to be the sixtli year, is the time when
is lie most liable to the onset of tuberculosis in bones and joints.

Besides this explanation, there is another which shows why the
bones and joints are particularly.chosen as the seat of the attack
during this definite period. At this time, the ends of the bones
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become the seat of great activity anong the blood vessels. The
capillaries are found to be dilated, blending with one another to
form large sinuses, until finally, when examined histologically,
the ends of the bones, and particularly the epiphyseal lines, are
seen to be converted into strictures very much like cavernous
angiomata. It is very easy to imagine that if the tubercle
bacilli happen to be passing along in the blood stream, they will
be much more easily filtered out and caught by sucl an irregular
mass of blood vessels than by the ordinary simooth-valled
capillaries.

Another theory that has been advanced as an explanation of
the frequency of disease of the bones and joints at'this age is
that cells concentrating their energy upon reproduction lose
in so doing a part of their power of vital resistance. The
epiphyseal lines between the ages of three and nine are the seat
of rapid reproduction of the bone-forming cells, so that it is
possible that upon this deliends the prevalence of osseous
disease at this period.

I shall now pass on to a discussion of the third heading
under -which it was proposed to deal with the etiology, that is,
the infective agent itself, the tubercle bacillus. In the first
place, the question arises, how do the bacilli reach the tissues
affected ? This is easily answered when we consider that .the
only noving medium that could carry particles from place to
place is the blood. That tubercle bacilli do circulate in the
blood is a proven fact, since examination of the urine of per-
fectly healthy people will frequently show the presence of
bacilli that have been excreted by the kidney. We are now
confronted with the question, how did the bacilli get into the
blood ? In an'swering this, we. are much assisted by a study of
the statistics of autopsies performed on children vho have died
from other causes than tuberculosis. Out of seven hundred and
sixty-nine cases exa-mined post mortem at the hospital for chil-
dren, Great Ormond St.,London, two hundred and sixty-nine pre-
sented tuberculous lesions. Of these fifty-seven per cent. were
found in the bronchial and cervica' glands, and twenty-three
per cent. in the glands of the mesentery. In the great majority
of these cases the disease was not active, and on that account
this form of glandular disease has been called latent tuberculo-
sis. The modé of infection is very plain. The bronchial glands
drain the lymph from the lymphatics of the bronchi so that the
.bacilli musa have corne from the bronchial mnucous membrane,
upon which they were deposited by inhalation. In the same
way the tuberculous cervical and mesenterie glands point to the
mucous membrane of the.nmouth and intestine, respectively, as
their particular source of infection. In many cases, notably
those of the two hundred and sixty-nine autopsies just recorded,
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tiis tuberculous condition may remain latent and f inally die out;
but in others small particles become dislocated from the glands,
and getting into the general lymph stream, finally reach the
blood, and so pass on to some part where conditions are favor-
able to setting up local disease.

Besides this road of infection by means of the lymph
stream, there is another which of late years has been given a
place of greater importance. You will remember that the tonsil
is formed on the surface somewhat like the cortex of the brain,
convolutions alternating with sulci or crypts. Covering the
surface of the gland is a mucous membrane, formed of several
layers of cells, and this mucous membrane dips down into the
crypts, making in adults a complete external coat. But in
children it is found that in places, deep down in the crypts, the
mucous membrane becomes extremely thin and sometimes dis-
appears. Owing to this loss of epithelium, the blood, -with which
the gland is very plentifully supplied, comes into almost actual
contact with the contents of the crypts, so that germs could
easily pass directly into the blood stream. Now itis reasonable
to suppose that among the many bacteria that live deep down
in the tonsillar crypts the tubercle bacilli may easily be pres-
ent, and without leaving any indication of the avenue of infec-
tion, pass into the body fluids.

Besides the tonsil, open wounds offer an avenue of entrance
directly into the vessels. If the bacilli are lying about on the
instrument causing the wound, or on the skin of the surround-
ing surface, they might easily be drawn into the open vessels
and carried away by the blood.

That germas do frequently get into the blood and set up tuber-
culosis, without any other focus of disease being present, is
demonstrated by the investigations of Koeing, who found that in
fourteen out of sixty-seven autopsies on subjects who had
su'fered from tuberculosis of bones or joints, no other lesions
whatever could be found.

ERLY SyProsis AND DIAGNOSIS.

The frequency with which a mistaken diagnosis is made in
cases of morbus coxae is astonishing. Instead of getting the
patients early in the disease, the majority of our cases have
been suffering a year or more, during which time they have
been treated for anything but tuberculosis. Case after case
comes in with a history something like this:- -

Johnnie fell on the ice a year ago and hurt his hip. Six
weeks later lie began to limp. He was treated for rheumatism
for a month or so when it was decided that the pain about the hip
and knee indicated sciatica. The local treatment for sciatica
was then pursued for some time, until finally the gradual
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progress of the disease caused an Lwakening to the fact that
tuberculosis wvas present.

Another error frequently made is to completely mistake the
joint affected. Several cases were admitted during any out-
door term, in -whom the knee had been blistered and otherwise
treated for months, simply because the patient had complained
of pain in that particular joint. The frequency of these and
similar errors in diagnosis is a sufficient indication that the
greatest care must be taken in dealing with cases that may
possibly have disease of the bones or joints.

Lipni is the most important of the early signs of the
disease. It is due entirely to sensitiveness rather than to any
restriction in the movement of the joint, the patient simply
spending less time on the affected than on the healthy leg. It
is noticed that he walks with a combination of flexion of the
thigh and plantar flexion of the foot, the whole object being to
make the limub more elastic, and thus prevent jarring at the
hip. The degree of limping often varies in the course of a day,
being usually worse in the morning or after a rest of any kind.

Very early in the disease pain -may become a prominent
sympton, although more frequently it does not assert itself
until the process is pretty far advanced. The characteristic
pain is not in the hip but on the inner side of the knee, and
hence the errors in diagnosis that so frequently arise. In seven
out of the ten cases that I admitted, the pain was referred to
the knee, and in the other three it 'was seated in the hip. This
peculiarity is readily explained when we renember that the
saine nerves that supply the hip joint also send terminal
branches to the knee. Following the general rule, that pain
along the course of a nerve is interpreted as arising at its
terminal branches, it is easy to sce lhow the knee is indicated as
the part diseased.

The pain of hip disease is induced by sudden or unguarded
movements or by injury, althougli there is sometimes present a
dull ache which is wholly due to increased tension withîin the
ioint.

It -will be well to note here a symptoin occurring in acute
cases, -which is of very great importance from a standpoint of
prognosis. This is night-cry. It is a symptom present in many
of our hospital patients, so that I have had a good opportunity
of observing it and the accompanying phenomena. The child
is usually sleeping gnietly with all his muscles relaxed, when
suddenly lie involuntarily moves in his sleep. The movement
causes the diseased bones to rub together, and inst:ntly all the
muscles surrounding the joint contract to protect the site of
disease. This sudden muscular contraction drives thu head of
the bone with great force into the acetabulum, the result of
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which is a spasm of acute pain, evidenced by a loud piercing
cry. The child then sobs for a minute or two, nlever entirely
gaining consciousness, and finally falls fast asleep again. This
sign is of importance from a standpoint of prognosis, because it
gives some idea of the extent to which the disease has advanced.
That the slight rubbing together of the bones results in reflex
muscular spasm, means that the ends of the bones are rougli and
diseased. This is a sure indication that the process is no longer
confined to the interior of the bone, but that it has invaded the
cavity of the joint.

The other symptoms of the disease, which are more properly
termed physical signs, are stiffness, distortion, change of contour
of the hip and atrophy.

Stiffness, due to reflex muscular spasm, is by far the most
important sign, coming probably before the limp. and remaining
until repair is complete.. If an attempt is made to force the
limb beyond the limit set by mnuscular resistance, the whole
body follows the movement, and the expression on the patient's
face shows discomfort and apprehension. It is always a sign
of a sensitive joint, and unless it is the direct effect of injury,
indicates disease. In the early stages it is due entirely to
reflex muscular spasm, as is shown by its disappearance if the
patient is anesthetized, but, of course, as destruction of the
tissue goes on in the joint, adhesions and contractions develop
which still further accentuate the symptom.

Distortion of the limb may occur early in the disease, and its
character depends on the degree of the intensity of the process.
If the attack is of a mild variety the limb will be in what is
usually described as the first position, namely, flexion, abduc-
·tion and external rotation. This position may be described as
the attitude of disuse. It is the position assuned by perfectly
healthy people w'hen tired by long standing, that is, they
throw all the weight on one leg, and let the other simply bang
out at one side to act as a prop to maintain the body equilib-
rium. Another explanation of this positioii is based on the
increased tension in the joint. It has been found in the
dissecting room, that by filling the joint with water, injected
through the botton of the acetabulum the limb immediately
becomes flexed, abducted and rotated outward. The reason is,
that in this position the cavity of the joint is increased to its
maximum capa:city, and is thus accommodated to the increased
pressure of the water. Similarly, in tuberculous disease of the
hip, the increased tension demands tbe maximum amount of
room in the joint, and as a result the first position is assumed.
This latter explanation -is probably thé correct one for the
phenomenon, when the disease bas reached the joint itself, but
tie former accounts very 3well for the position wlien the
process is confined to the bone.
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If the disease is acute in character, we get what is known as
the second position. This isjexion, adduction and internal
rotation. Here the spasn of the 1muscles in their attempt to
protect the painful joint. comes into play, and the stronger
muscles decide the attitude of the limb. It happens. that the
flexors, adductors and internal rotators are stronger than the
extensors, abductors and external rotators, so that the resultant
of the spasm of all, is the position of the second stage. Con-
trasting the two .positions as the patient lies in bed, as I have
had an excellent opportunity of doing in the case of a boy
whose right leg was in the first and whose left was in the
second position, we have a picture 'something like this:

The leg in the first position lies in an attitude of rest upon
its outer side, pointing a little away from the median line of
the body, and easily movable to a limited extent. The other
is inverted and drawn tightly in towards the middle line and is
absolutely rigid.

Resulting froin these acquired positions,we have several others
which try to hide the deformity. Thus, flexion is partially
hidden by an increased lordosis in the lumbar vertebre, a cir-
cumstance which must be remembered in the examination of
the patient. The abduction of the first stage and the adduction
of the second, result in the elevation or depression, respectively,
of the diseased side of the pelvis, in order that the two limbs
may remain parallel. In consequence, if measurements be
made from the umbilieus to the malleolus, there -will be found
apparent lengthening in the first stage and apparent shortening
in the second. In the exainination of the patient it is as im-
portant to note these masking deformities as to note the origi-
nal distortion, since one is as characteristie of the disease as
the other.

Of course, when the disease is very far advanced, and bony
changes have'taken place, iwithin the joint, all sorts of defor-
inities occur which follow no s.t rule whatever. It is not with
these, however, that we, as young practitioners, have to deal
when meeting a case for the first tie, so that I shall pass over
then without further remark.

Examination of the region of the joint itself will often, in
the early stages assist in corroborating a diagnosis of hip
disease. In practically all cases at the Children's Hospital, the
inguinal glands are markedly swollen, and the superficial veins
blue and distended. Palpation will often give the sensation
of an indurated inflammato-y area, although there May be no
sign of abscess formation. The changes in contour about the
joint are largely due to the position assumed by the limb and
te the atrophy which takes place in the thigh.

As a sign of hip disease atrophy is of importance, because
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of the great assistance it affords in arriving at a correct
estimate of the length of time disease has been present. The
explanation of its occurrence lias given rise to mucli interesting
discussion, but the consensus -of opinion is that it is due to two
main factors, pliysiological disuse and reflex interference with
the trophie centre in the cord. That it is not entirely due to
physiologicai disuse is easily denionstrated by measuring the
linbs of boys who have been in the hospital for two or three
years, and who have used their healthy legs practically as little
as their crippled ones. It will be found that the diseased
limbs have still a smaller circumference than the stiong, prov-
ing conclusively that some other influence has been at work. It
will be remembered that the nerves which supply a joint coine
from the saie segment of the cord as those supplying the
surrounding muscles. We also know that the centres govern-
ing the nutrition of the part are in the anterior cornu of the
saie segment of the cord, so that it is very reasonable to sup-
pose that the constant irritation of the disease sets up stimuli,
which upon .reaching the cord pass to the anterior cornu and
are reflected down the trophic nerves, causing atrophy and
retardation of growth.

In exanining cases wbich present symptoins indicating mor-
bus coxae, it is well to follow a regular routine. I shall describe
that which is used at the Children's Hospital in writing up the
history for the orthopedic surgeon.

A few questions usually suflice to give the admitting
physician a clue to the nature of the affection. H1e then makes
a rapid examination tt, convince himself that hip disease is
present, and proceeds with his regular routine of inquiry on
family history, previous history, and the history of the present
illness.

He inakes every effort to get a trace of tuberculosis in the
family, and if not in the parents he goes on to the grand-
parents, uncles, aunts, etc., finding out exactly at what age and
of what ailment each of the deceased died. He also iakes
inquiry as to the general health of the fanily, naking note of
the appearance of the relatives who have brouglit the child for
admission.

Having satisfied hinself on this score, lie passes on to a
reiearsal of the patient's previous history. Under Vils head
lie makes careful inquiry as to the child's general health, find-
ing out whether lie lias been delicate or not, and testing the
accuracy of the statements by questions as to appetite, bowel
movements, etc. Note is then made of the variety, intensity
and duration of the infectious diseases the child may have liad,
care being taken to see if there is any relation between theni
and the present affection of the hip.
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He then passes on to the history of the present illness.
History of injury is inquired for and the time that elapsed
between the fall and the onset of symptoms noted. The length
of time that symptoms have been present is very important
and is asked for especially. Notes are made on the limp, night
cries, pain in the knee or hip, and anything else that the
parents vill volunteer.

A thorough examination of the patient is nov proceeded
with. After remarks have been made upon his gait and
general appearance he is completely stripped and placed in a
recumbent position on a table. The region of the hip is then
examined, and all limitations of movement, change of contour
and all signs of inflammation carefully noted. It is well to
notice that in exaininations of a diseased hip the healthy limb
is made the model upon which the crippled one is judged.
Certain ineasurements are then made. These are the distances
from the umbilicus to the internal malleoli to get the apparent
lengthening or shortening, the distance from the anterior
superior spines to the malleoli, for any actual shortening, and
the circumference of the thighs and ,alves, for an estimate of
the amount of àtrophy that may have taken place. A description
of the deformity follows, and in the case of flexion and extension
this is also reduced to figures, the angles of greatest flexion and
extension being obtained by the use of an instrument, or
approximately by the eye. To estimate the degree of flexion,
the patient is placed flat on his back and the diseased leg raised,
or the healthy one flexed on the abdomen until the lumbar
lordosis disappears. The angle that the diseased leg then makes
with the table indicates the flexion of the limb.

In conclusion, let me make an earnest appeal for the careful
examination of every child whose limp or "growing pains"
co.uld possibly rmean tuberculosis. The terrible suffering that
it has been nv misfortune to witness in many of these little
children, could, I feel convinced, have been avoided had the
seriousness of the condition been recognized early and trea.tment
begun before the dread disease had gained the upper hand.
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JAP MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICE.

r G. S. RasoN, M.n.. Tonosio.

The war between Japan and Russia is arousing so much in-
terest at the present time, that it would seem a short account of
the medical arrangements of the two armies might prove of
interest. The succeeding remarks are founded on au excel-
lent report by Col. William Taylor, now Surgeon-General Sir
William Taylor, D.G., who was sent out by the Imperial Govern-
ment to observe the medical service in the Chino-Japanese war
of 1894.

The Japanese regimentof infantry consists of three battalions
of four companies each, of a total strength of 2,400 officers and
men. In each regiment there are forty-eight regimental bearers,
distinguished by a red band worn above the elbow of the left
arm. The scope of regimental medical service in action com-
prises medical aid in the fighting line and at the dressing sta-
tions. These stations are closed when the bearer companies begin
their work. The medical officer and his assistants are enployed
at the front under lire at the temporary dressing stations re-
ferred to, but the Japanese regulations require the regimental
medical service to keep well closed up with the fighting line, and
to conform to its movements. The equipment is similar to that
carried by all armies, but is very liberally supplied. The medi-
cines a-e of the usual European kinds, morphia,iodoform, Hoff-
man's anodyne, etc.

The bearer company forms a divisional organization, consist-
ing of a central administration and two subdivisions of three
sections each, of a total strength of 416 officers and men, and
fifty-one horses. There are ten medical officers. and four phar-
macists. This column is under the control of the division com-
mander, who is advised by the chief of the division medical staff.
Each bearer column bears the name of the division to which it
belongs, and is organized so that it eau at any time be divided
into two equal parts. Ordinarily one-half marches with the ad-
vance guard and the otber half in the main body. The funetion
of the bearer company is to act between the dressing stations
and of the field hospitals.

The dressimng station is divided into three sections, indicated
by flags of diâfereut colors. 1. Receiving and forwarding section
(blue flag). 2. Operating section (white). 3. Dressing section
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(red). The dressing stations are, in addition, distinguished by
the Geneva Red Cross flag by day, while they are marked by
red lanterns at night. The identification of patients is secured
by a metal label worn by all ranks. The registry of all property
is also provided for. The niedical and surgical equipment of the
bearer column consists of four panniers, eight reserve panniers,
ninety-six stretchers and 'two tents, for the carriage of which
thirty-six horses are allotted. The stretcher is inade of bamboo
with canvas bottom and movable cross piece. Most of the land
carriage of patients is done with these stretchers and the native
springless carts. There does not appear to be a provision for
ambulances, though I understand a large number have been
ordered from a firm in the Uriited States for the purposes of the
present war.

Field Hospitals.-There are six field hospitals in each divi-
sion, three are with the first line of transport and three with the
second. Their function is to receive patients from the
dressing stations or direct from the fighting line, to continue
or complete the treatment previously received, and to be pre-
pared for rapid evacuation should it become necessary. The
)er.sonnlet of these field hospitals for each division consists of
forty-eight officers, 108 non-commissioned officers, 510 men and
264 horses. The quota of patients for each hospita- is 200.

T-ransport.-Passing from the field hospitals to the rear along
the lines of communcation to the base, the patients are in the
bands of the hospital transp>rt corps. There is also a reserve
medical staff and a reserve medical store.

The supreme medical control is vested in a field medical com-
mander, who is chief of the medical department of the war
offlce, and, -during war, serves with the grand headquarters of
the army, and with him he has a personal staff of four. The
army is also supplied with hospital transports and a hospital
ship. The latter has accommodation for fifty officers and 200
men (patients).

General Hospitals at the Base.-The reserve hospitals are
established either within military garrisons or without, and bear
the name of the locality where they are located. They have an
establishment of from forty-two to seventy officers and men of
the hospital corps.

The Red Cross Society.-The Red Cross Society was inau-
gurated in 1886 and had, in 1894, since largely increased, 75,902
inembei-s, erùploying 1,170 medical officers, femnale nurses and
orderlies.

The first aid dressing used is Dr. Kikuchi's straw ash pad.
It consists of straw ashes, freed from grit and put in muslin
bags. Applied directly to the wounds, it is said to be very ab-
sorptive and aseptic. If there is no discharge from the wound
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it is applied dry, but if it discharges freely the pad is first
soaked in bichloride solution.

It will be noticed that the Japanese are supplied with very
liberal and adequate medical service, and General.Taylor speaks
in glowing terms of the devotion and bravery displayed by the
bearers in bringing wounded men in under fire. The free use of
voluntary aid through the medium of the Red Cross Society is
noticeable. I think that it is admitted that no nation maintains,
even in time of war, a sufficient medical staff to meet the
requirements. It will be remembered that during the late South
African war the St. John Ambulance Association--supplied up-
wards of two thousand trained orderlies for hospital work, and
that the Red Cross Society contribÙted more than three million
dollars' worth of supplies for the sick. It is painful to think
what would have been the fate of the sick and wounded with-
out this adventitious aid. We ought in this country to develop
these societies, especially the ambulance association, as a reserve
for the army medical corps, for trained orderlies cannot be
improvised at a moments nQtice.-Can. Lancet.
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Inoculation of Syphilis in Anthropoid Apes.
Last year we dealt with the report, made by Roux and

Metchnikoff to the Academy of Medicine of Paris, on the posi-
tive results obtained from the inoculation of syphilitic virus in
a young'female chimpanzee. The same authorities recently
reported (Annales de l'Institut Pasteur) that they had been
able to transmit syphilis to a male c.himpanzee, inoculating it
vith material obtained from the former animal. They made

two inoculations : one, in: the penis, with material.obtained from
the syphilitie ulcer, which appeared in the first animal on the
forty-fifth day; the other, in the ,high, with scrapings from a
papulo-squamous eruption. Both inoculations gave rise on the
thirty-fifth day to -syphiloscleroma. Unforturately the animal
died one month and a half after the appearance of this lesion,
without presenting symptoms of general infection.

Lassar communicated to. the Society of Medicine of Berlin,
at a recent meeting, the statement that lie had inoculated a
male chimpanzee with particles of material from a syphilitic
ulcer. This material lie had obtained from a young- man who
had contracted syphilis from tattooing. He h'd had no treat-
ment,and presented,besides.the syphilitic uilcer, secondary symp.
toms, that left no doubt as to the. diagnosis. The small wounds
of inoculation cicatrized, but two of them, situated over the
right eyebrow, became liard on the fourteenth day, assuming
the typical syphilitie appearance. A third lesion appeared soon
afterwards on the median Une of the forehead. Subsequently
there appeared· an eruption of rounded spots, with edges
slightly raised, centre a little depressed, arranged in groups on
the palmar, plantar and anal regions. At the same time the
animal's skin became shiny in several places.

The histological examination of one of the lesions of the fore-
hêad showed, in the superficial arteries of the skin, changes
analogous to those which characterize syphiloscleroma in man
(a process of endo and of periaiteritis vith thickening of the
arterial walls and infiltration of the adventitious coat).

Lassar subsequently inoculated in the penis of an orang-
outang, material from a syphilitie ulcer which had not been
,treated. Sixteen days later there appeared a lesion on the site
of inoculation.
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At the sameneeting Friedenthal reported that lie had inocu-
lated a chimpanzee and a gibbon with material froni a syphili-
tic ulcer. Locally the inoculations produced no result, but later
there appeared in the two animals a vesicular eruption with
swelling of the glands, which in one case was symetrical.-
Translated fro'm Giornale fnternazionale delle Scienze Mediche,
by HA RLEY SMITH.

Salt and Nephritis.
Widal and Javal (Paris), by a numuber of careful experiments,

were able to prove that in parenchymatous nephritis the reten-
tion of chlorides produces Iydration and edema. With a
patient suffering fromn this disease, they could at will produce
anasarca by increasing the amount of chlorides in his food.
They found aliso that the degree of albuminuria follows the
oscillations of the chloride retention curve. When salt was
almost entirely eliminated from the diet, the patient decreased
in weight, and the edema and.albuminuria disappeared, while an
increase of the chlorides in the food again soon caused a return
of these conditions. They further noted that by careful weighing
they could prognosticate the onset of albuminuria and edema.
For example, in the patient upon whom they experimented, a
weight above 62 kilos was accompanied by anasarca, and the
edema always disappeared when the weight reached 61 kilos.
Their conclusions are that it is not so much the kind of food
used as the amount of sait consuned which produces the ill-
effects in nephritis. They gave a milk diet, to which was
added a quantity of salt, and the patient did badly, whereas on
meat of all sorts, and little else, but always unsalted, the
patient rapidly recovered. The average anount of salt required
per day for a healthy man is about 10 gms. (150 grains). They
emphasize the point, however, that it is not the amount of
chlorides excreted which must be taken into account, but the
relation of the amount absorbed to the amount thrown out of
the body by the kidneys.-" International Clinies," Vol. I.

OPHTHALMOLOGY AND OTOLOGY.

IN CHARGE OF J. T. DUNoAN, M.B., M.D., C.3f.

Sarcoma of the Orbit-Report of a Case Cured by the X-Ray.
In the " Archives of Ophthalmology," L. Webster Fox details

this case. The. patient came for treatment in March, 1903,
being twenty years of age. For six weeks she had noticed a
gradually enlarging sweliing of the left naso-orbital region,
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whièh was forcing the eyeball out of the orbit. Vision, how-
ever, was still normal. The diagnosis (confirmed by the micro-
scope) was of inalignant growth-sarcoma.

Various lines of treatment were tried, including surgical,
with but partial success. As a last resort the X-rays were
tried, as follows: For the first four weeks, one application per
day; for the next two weeks, three per week; then two per
week, then one each week, and latterly one every two weeks.

The earlier sittings were in length about five minutes, the
later ones about ten minutes. Altogether the treatment ex-
tended from May 25th to November 21st, or about six ionths.
While a single case -does not prove that X-ray treatment is
capable of curing all such cases, it does show a possibility of
bringing about a favorable result, the importance of which
must not be ignored.

Inflammations of the Iris.
In the Bimrninghan iMedical Review for November, 1903,

Owen in a somewhat exhaustive paper on this subject reminds
us that heat a.nd cold are useful in relieving pain and reducing
inflammat>n. Of the two, heat is by far the more valuable;
only in the early stages of iritis is cold likely to be advan-
tageous, while moist heat in any stage is advantageous.

Leeching is a niethod formerly greatly employed, but not so
much used at present. But abstraction of blood has this ad-
vantage: when pain or congestion is excessive, or when the
pupil refuses-due to over engorgement of the vessels of the
iris--to respond to the -use of the mydriatic, the tenporary
anemia induced by bleeding is advantageous.
. Counter-irritation used to be applied with vigor in the acute
stages of the disease. It is useless and worse, for it increases
the patient's misery.

The pain in iritis calls for special treatnent. It is, as a rule,
so much worse at night that unless some composing draught is
given the patient is worn ont by the unceasing pain. Opium
in one form or other 's most valuable. Great relief is obtained
also from antipyrin and phenacetine. Chloral and bromide of
potassium, alone or togethér, are useful for night draughts. A
good deal of advantage is gained by free sweating. This ma.y
be induced either by hot air or vapor baths, or by the subeu-
taneous injection of a tenth to a third of a grain of nitrate of
pilocarpine.

It need hardly be said that from the first the patient suffer-
ing from iritis should be kept at rest; the eyes should be
shaded froin light and kept more or less constantly covered.
It is well, if opportunity allow, to begin the treatment of iritis
by a brisk purgative, and when the effect of this is over, let the
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cause of the disease be what it may, mercury is invaluable in'
the early stages. It may be given as sinall doses of calomel
combined with opium every few hours, until the first evidences
of constitutional effect are manifest. By this means exudation
is controlled and any adhesions -which nay have forned stand
a chance of teing removed by absorption of the freshly exuded
natter.

This stage in the treatment being reached, any specific
remedy indicated by the cause of the disease -may be employed.
In syphilitie cases mercury should be continued; it is the
remedy of all others. Whether small doses should be continued
by the inouth, or whether inunction should be used, or any
other form of exhibition, is greatly a matter of opinion. The
more acute the case, the greater the need for rapid saturation
of the blood by mercury, and small doses of calomel given as
above indicated form the best means. ln later stages inunction
is valuable.

In rheunatic iritis the salicylate of soda in 15-grain doses
every three or four hours is an admirable renedy, the benefit
of which is specially marked in the painful stages-in fact, it
does not natter what may be the origin of iritis, this remedy
seldom fails to be of use. In the gonorrheal form, alkalies,
particularly the iodide and bicarbonate of potash, and large
doses of the benzoate of soda, combined with quinine or tincture
of cinchona, are mest useful.

Where a gouty element seems to prevail, alkalies with colchi-
cum act like a specific. In cases of iritis occurring in diabetes,
salicylate of soda is useful. In tuberculous iritis, quinine, iron,
and arsenic, with cod-liver oil, and careful hygiene, should be
enployed.

The Necessity of a Knowledge Among Gencral Practitioners
of the Diagnosis and Treatment of Glaucoma, is the title
pf an article by D. B. ST. Join RoosA in the Jfcdical Reviecw f

Glaucoina is a disease which ought to be better known by
the ail-round practitioner than it is. - Were it so, nany cases of
inoperable and incurable forms of this disease would not pre-
sent themiselves in this state to the specialist. There are, per-
haps, certain affections of the eye which thegeneral practitioner
may ignore-for example, cataract and strabismus-but inflam-
matory affections wYhich run a rapid course, and end in
irreparable damage to the si2ht, should be diagnosticated at the
earliest possible nomenL Glaucoma belongs to this cla<s of
diseases. Without attempting to enter into a discussion of the
true nature of the disease, the object of vhat I am writing at
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this time is sirmply to reiterate my suggestions for a simpler
nomenclature, and to eall renewed attention to a marked
symptoni which will enable any observing practitioner to
diagnosticate the existence of glaucoma. I eau see no reason
why we should have any other nomenclature than acute and
chronic glaucoma-with a subelassification of primary and
secondary glaucoma. lHardening of fhe globe or increased
tension, a pathognomonie symptom, always present when there
is glaucoma, should have been the name. When the eyeball is
in a state of increased tension, so that it is sensibly liard by
comparison with normal eyes to the fingers placed on the closed
lids, in a palpating nethod as if searching for fluid-a com-
parison perfectly easy to make-that is either primary or
secondary glaucoma. lu addition to this chief symptom, which,
even if no other objective one exists, marks the disease as
glaucoma, will generally be found a redness of the eyeball in
the circumcorneal region, a dilated pupil, a watery eye, and,
perhaps, a very great deterioration of vision, with failure of.
accommodation. In addition to this there may be an important
subjective symptomn-a halo around lights. Rainbow colors
seen especially about a candle flame, or the like, althouglh a
subjective symptom, is a very suspicious and alarming one. If
we add to the picture the very important fact that patients
generally suffer severe pain of a meuralgie cha-acter, we have
the disease, acute glaucoma, which ouglht at once to receive
operative attention. The operation demanded is an iridectouy;
which is almost always successful when doue early enough.
But if the condition lias been allowed to pass into chronic
glaucoma, iridectomv lias noue of the efficacy *hich it bas in
the acute form of tfhe disease. The above fact shows the im-
portance of an early diagnosis of glaucomia. But, even if it be
diagnosed, it is not always possible to have an operation at
once. In those circumsitances, Roosa strongly advises tle use
of oily solutiomns of eserine. He lias girven this meàns of treat-
ment a fair trial, and thinks it ranks anong the best for
inoperable cases of glaucoma, aud in chronie glaucoma he is
rather inclined to increase the field of inoperable cases tian to
diminish it. H[e thinks the claim is a just one, that these oily
solutions are more rapid in action and more durable in effect.
They are employed three to four tines in twenty-four bours, and
followed by fomentations of hot wa:ter for, say, twenty minutes.

The author points out the great danger of using atropia in
any form of glaucona, and says, "The general practitioner
ought. for this reason, among the many others, to be able to
diagnosticate glaucoma, lest he aggravate the conditions by
dropping atropine in an eye having theprodromal symptoms of
glaucoma, or even induceit in a suspicious case. While atropia
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is one of the very best remedies, of the widest usefulness in
ophthalmology, it is of the greatest harm in glaucoma, as may
be many mydriatics." An error in the diagnosis of glaucoma
will lead to the complete ldss of sight. The ineans of relief are
so simple that they can be carried on in any household where
circunstances render it impossible for the patient to be put
under special care. The eserine can be used by virtue of its
being used in oil, in the strength of two grains to the ounce, or
even, in some cases, three to four grains to the ounce. I find
eastor-oiH the best of the oils as a vehicle, and if afterwards
fomentations are used for a period of not less than twenty
minutes, the pain usually caused by strong solutions of eserine
does not occur.

A number of illustrative cases are given. It will be suificient
to quote one of thein, a case of glaucoma, supposed to be cold
settling in the eye, without treatinent directed to the disease
for a year. One eye lost:

" Mrs. L. E. M, aged 66, May, 1903. The patient states that
a year ago last February 'cold settled" in the left eye.
It was treated by a physician for more than a year. An
opacity of the lens began at that time. She sees a halo, rain-
bow colors, around a light. The left pupil is dilated and fixed,
the lens opaque tension +. Thère is no perception of light.
In the right eye the vision becomes + with glasses, but the
tension is also +. With the ophthalnioscope, the. right optic
papilla was found to be excavated. Eserine in eastor-oil was
dropped in four times in -twenty-four hours. lu a few days
the tension in the rigiht eye became normal, and the subjective
sensations were removed. The tension of the left eye also
became normal, although, of course, it remained sightless."

PEDIATRICS.

IN CHArGE OF ALEN BAIN ES AND w. J. GREIG.

Relation of Certain Extra and Intra-Cranial ?Hemorrhlages in
the Newborn. (J. HOWELL EvcNs. Prit. Journal of Children's
Diseases, May, 1904.)

The writer means the extra-cranial and extra dural cephal-
hematomata on the one haud and the meningeal or cortical
hemorrhages on the . other, and he considers only those
henorrhages connected with the parietal bone. He notes the
presence of foramina in the parietal bone through which an
artery and vein pass, thus foriniig an important vascular coin-
munication between structures within and without, the skull.
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Now, in the moulding of the head which takes place at birth,
these vessels are liable to injury, especially if this môulding is
irregular or excessive. He claims that all henorrhacres in
connection with the parietal bones are due to injuries of the
above mentioned vessels.

Association of Chorea with Tenia Solium. (JmEs BURNFP,
Edin.; Brit. JourdaZ of Children's Diseases, April, 1904.)

It is not unusual to find chorea associated with thread and
round -wounds, but the author says that in every instance there
bas been a definate rheumatie history. Two cases are related.

1. Girl 17 years old. Movements very violent. At times
had thrown herself on the floor. Pulse 128. Respiration 32.
Heart dilated, but no inurmur. Broinide and digitalis with sod.
salicyl. were given for a week -without result. Tape-worm
having been suggested, a capsule of ext. filicis mas was given.
Resuit, the.expulsion of a large tape-worm without the head.
From that time improvenient began and in three weeks the
choreie movements lad practical ceased. A second dose of filix
mas brought away tie head with a large number of segments.
Complete recovery followed.
. The second case was more striking than the first. Aspirin
and arsenic had been given for three weeks, with the patient
steadily becoming* worse. A dose of filix mas was given. A
large tape-worm with its head came away. Alniost immediately
the choreie movements ccased, but it was a fortniglt before the
heart became normal.

Relation of the Status Lymphaticus to Sudden Death, Death
Under Anesthesia, and Infection. (Johnzs HIopkins Buletiin.
Oct., 1903, GEo. BLU3MER.)

The views set forth are based on the personal study of mine
cases of sudden death in infancy and childhood and upon the
study of the literature. As to whether it is possible to make a
diagnosis of the status lymiphaticus before the onset, of the
attack, which is the immediate cause of death, the author
mentions Escherich as stating that such patients usually have a
pale thin skin, a pasty ·complexion and a good pad of sub-
cutaneous fat; frequently signs of rachitis or scrofula are
present. The superficial lynph nodes, especially those of the
neck and axilla, are enlarged; there are hypertrophy of the
tonsils and of the pharyngeal adenoids and the spleen is often
palpable. A percussible thymus may develop later, and Ewing's
work suggesis that an inecrease in the lymphocytes is probably
present. Of the clinical symptoms preceding the attack little
is known, though the immediate causes of death are probably
only two, cardiac-paralysis and asphyxia.
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Alany of the infants found dead in bed, and of those supposed
to have been overlain, belong to this class of cases. Most of
these cases dying with symptoms of respiratory difficulty may
be classed under the head of thymic asthma; percussion usually
reveals the enlarged thymus gland. When the attacks of
thymic asthma are not so severe operation lias been done, the
enlarged thymus removed and the symptoms relieved.

In regard to sudden death under anesthesia in such cases,
almost all observers agree that there is cardiac failure; at first
it was thought that chloroforn was especially dangerous, but
lately it has been shown that ether is equally so. Patients
with adenoids and those with goitre seem especially liable to
death under anesthesia if the status lymphaticus is also present.

In regard to infections and their course, in such cases, Dant
found in a series of cases from Escherich's clinie, over one
quarter of the patients dying from diplitheria presented the
picture of the status lymphaticus.

The pathology of the condition is broadly a hyperplasia of
the thymus and of other lymphatic tissues over the body.
Other lesions are hypoplasia of the vascular system and in
some compression of the trachea; there nay be a lymphoid
condition of the bone marrow and occasionally an enlarged
thyroid gland. liieroscopically the lesions are generallyhyper-
plastic, along with sliglit degenerative changes in the prolifer-
ated cells composing the germinal centres. Bacteria do not
seeni to play any part in the causation of the condition.
- The author concludes:

1. Status 1ymphaticus is a definate pathological entity.
2. It is probably associated with, if not due to, a condition

of intermittent lyipho-toxemia.
3. It inay be associated with sudden death, probably as a

result of lympho-toxemia alone in some cases, or as a result of
the action of toxic. physical or psychical injuries, which are
rendered much more powerful than usual by the predisposing
action of the lyinpho-toxemia.

4. In some cases, the sudden death is due to asphyxia from
pressure of the enlarged thymus in the trachea.

5. Subjects of the status yniphaticus can be recognized
clinically in some instances. W. J. G.
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IEDICAL ETHICS IN FRANCE.

The leading praetitioners of France have recently adopted a
new code of medical ethies. In regard to professional fees -

liberty is accorded to doctors and patients to arrange between
themselves wvhatever terms they please, but practitioners enjoy-
ing exceptional repute are authorized to charge higher prices
than humble beginners. It is also understood that fees should
be more substantial for wvealthy patients, thereby supplying
compensations for poor patients, who are often attended gratuit-
ously. The INew York ribune tells us tliat hereafter wealthv
Americans visiting Paris and requiring medical attendance wiil
probably find their doctor's bills sometimes higher than in
former years; while, on the other hand, poor American students
in the Latin Quarter w-ill only be expected to pay their doctors
small fees, in some cases not higher than 81 for several visits.
The average price of niedical visits in Paris is five francs, but
for urgent visits the fee is double.

Physicians are now entitled to resort to the Law Courts to
obtain payment for fees, but not until the amounts of their
bills have been verified by arbitration by a committee composed
of physicians. The custom of dividing fees between attending
physicians and surgeons is forbidden. In no case can a physician
draw upon a patient for payment through a banker. No
physician can take pecuniary interest in any commercial or
industrial enterprise having for its object the manufacture,
preparation, or sale of patent miedicines, or the exploitation of
mineral waters. The dividing of fees between physicians and
druggists, between physicians and mnidwives, or between a
physician and directors of therapeutic institutions is abso-
lutely prohibited. Any physician found guilty of entering
into pecuniary participation in the profits of hotels, water
or air resorts, etc., w'ill be forthwith dropped froin the
rols of the profession. No mnember of the profession is
perinitted to publish articles in the newspapers with the view
of inviting publicity of any pharmaceutical preparation or
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special niethod of treatment. Professional advertising of every
description is forbidden. AIl members of the faculty are
warned against niaking professional visits when it is not
absolutely necessary to do so.

QUEEN'S MEDICAL FACULTY.

We learn from the Convocation address of the Dean of the
Medical Faculty of University that that institution is in a
flourishing condition. The attendance during the last season
was the largest in the College's experience, the total regis-
tration being 216. Tiere were in attendance thirty-seven
Art graduates, and also a fair nunber of students who
are attending the combined Arts and Medical course of six
years. Of non-matriculate students there are seventeen on
the list. In the past there bas been -no fixed rule as to
when niatriculation nust be completed. It bas now been
decided, however, tbat each student nust inatriculate within
one year after entering upon the study of imedicine. Con-
sequently hereafter, all second year students niust be full
matriculates. The division into junior and senior classes is now
completed, excepting in clinies, and in tiese a beginning has
been made. The Department of Anatomy will be strengthened
by the appointment of a iman who will devote all his timiie to
the teaching of human and comparative anatomny. For the
teaching of Pharnacology a building is now being fitted up, and
its equipment will be completed as soon as possible. The record
of this fine old institution bas been in all respects good, and her
inany friends will rejoice at ber present prosperity.

TRINITY UNIVERSITY.

The last Spring Convocation of the University of Trinity
College was held on Saturday afternoon, May 28th, .in the
Convocation Hall. Dr. Temple, in bis address to the graduates,
took occasion to say that the results of federation with the
Universitv of Toronto lad thus far been highly satisfactory.
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He congratulated the Trinity graduates in Medicie on the
excellent showing they had made at the examinations, and
added that he never examined a better lot of papers. It w'as
at one time feared that there would be friction between the
students of Trinity and Toronto University after the amalga-
mation, but he was happy to say that, on the contrary, the
students of both classes joined together as one, and their con-
duct had been in all respects admirable.

ONTARIO MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The recent meeting of the Ontario Medical Association was
in many respects above the average, although the attendance
was not so large as its officers expected.

The meeting was held in the new -Medical Building of the
University of Toronto. The building is admirably adapted for
such a purpose, and we understand that the majority of mei-
bers and exhibitors were well satisfied.

Many admirable papers were read, and listened to with deep
interest. The discussions on the same were not very good-in
many cases the papers were practically not discussed at all. It
is diflicult to assign :a good reason for this defect, but we are
inclined to think that there were too many papers for the
Lime. The President, Dr. Jas. F. W. Ross, who made an
admirable chairman, did not discourage discussions in any case:
in fact, he, encouraged thein, but there appeared to be a pretty
general feeling that thc meeting was always behi'nd time, and
that consequently discussions should be curtailed.

The Committee on Papers and Business worked w'ell, and
furnished an excellent programme. The President did much
to assist this cominittee, especially after his return from the
Soudan.

The Committee of Arrangements also did excellent work.
The Smoker and the Luncheon were both well managed. The
general credit for this.is due to Dr. Allen Baines, who did the
lion's share of the work, and lie happens to know how to work.

There was a general feeling of satisfaction at the promotion
of the first vice-president, Dr. Burt, of Paris, to the presidency.
We know of no man in Ontario vho more thoroughly deserves
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this honor. It should be remembered, however, that last year
the nominating committee nominated Dr. Ingersoll Olmsted,
of Hamilton, for the presidency. He preferred, however, not
to become president then because of his intention to spend a
portion of the year in Germany,. but even Dr. Olmsted and his
friends were vell satisfied with the choice of this year. i We
desire, however, in this connection to express the hope that Dr.
Olmsted's turn will come in the near future.

The place of meeting next year is Toronto. Many of the
membexs preferred soie other city-London being the choice
of many. Many of us in Toronto learned at the meeting of the
Canadian Mifedical Association last year that the profession of
London well know how to conduct a successful medical meet-
ing. A full report of the proceedings of the meeting will
appear in the August number.

CANADIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

3Ve learn fron the President, Dr. Tunstall, and the General
Secretary, Dr. Elliott, that good progress is being made in the
preparations for the 37th Annual Meeting of the Canadian
Medical Association, August 23, 24, 25 and 26. This is the
first occasion of a meeting so far west. One meeting was held
in Banff in 18S9, and another was held in Winnipeg in 1901.

We understand from the local committee that a baniquet will
be held in Vancouver on the evening of the second day. The
Members and their friends will take the steamer Princess
Victoria for Victoria, on the third day.. A run ivill be made to
the William Head quarantine station and the returnfto Victoria
will be made -by way of Esquimalt, to give the iembers an
opportunity of inspecting the fortifications. Uipon arriving in
Victoria the inenibers will be fornally received at the Lègisla-
tive Building. Numerous trips are arranged for the fourth
day to points of interest about the City. A large number of
physicians in Ontario have decided to attend, and nany of
such have sent in their names to tie General Secretary. Others
.who decide to attend are requested to send in their naies
without deiay.
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NOTES.

Mr. John Lynan, of the -firm of Northirup & Lyman, who at
one tiie lived in Toronto, died recently at Syracuse, N.Y.,
where he had been residing for about twenty years. Mr. Lyman
in fraining his vill showed a very generous disposition towards
Toronto. We find that he has bequeathed to charitable insti-
tutions in this city over $88,000, while he bequea thed to similar
institutions in Syracuse 870,000. Among the bequests to
Toronto were: S25,000 to Grace Hospital, 310,000 to Hospital
for Sick Children, 810,000 to Home for Incurables.

We have heard much lately as to the efficiency, or lack of
efficiency, in the professorate of the University of Toronto.
We notice that an important resolution was passed at the
University of Toronto Senate, May Sth, -moved by Vice-
Chancellor Moss, as follows: "That the President of the
University be requested to inquire into the conduct, teaching
and efliciency of every professor and instructor in the Univer-
sitv, and as to the general condition and progress of the
University, and report thereon .with ail convenient speed, ai
that the Principal of University College be requested to mnake
a like inquiry 'nd report with respect to University College."

The University of Toronto Monthly lias, through Mr. S. J.
McLean, Associate Professor of Economies in Stanford Univer-
sity, California,.obtained the following list of names ar
addresses of medical graduates of Toronto University now
living in California: Dr. D. A. Brailie (Trin. '92), Santa CIara;
E. J. Boyes, M.D., C.M. (Trin. '90), Central Bank Building.
Oakland; E. B. Boyes, M.D., C.M. (Trin. '96), Central Bank
Building, Oakland; W. E. Ledyard, B.A., '67, M.B. '70, Central
Ave. and Walnut Street, Alameda; F. H. 3Moss, 3.B. '92, Palo
Alto; J. B. MacCallum, B.A. 96 (MD.). Assistant in Physiology
University of California, Berkely; C. L. McCracken, M.B. '81,
Pescadero; Geo. MeRenzie, M.B. '91, Concord; R. E. McKibbon,
M.B. '97, Loleta; J. C. Stinson, M.D., C.M. (Trin. '93), 533
Shuter Street, San Francisco.
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RESULTS OF THE FINAL AND INTERMEDIATE
EXAMINATIONS.

The following candidates passed the final examination of the
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario, June, 1904:

S. F. Abbott, London; J. R. Armstrong, London; J. L.
Biggar, Toronto; F. M. Bell, Kingston; A. T. Bond, Ryckman's
Corners; R.. S. Brewster, Beeton: N. Blanchard, Sundermld;
W. F. Babb, Carlingford: F. W. Blakeinan, Stratford; M. E.
Branscombe, Picton; H. G. F. Blair, Ashton; R. K. Cullen,
Toronto; W. J. Chambers, Lochalsb ; G. F. Chapnan, London;
L V. Croft, Middleville; J. H. Cryan, Demorestville; J. S.
Dickey, North Williansburg; C. E. Duggan, Oil Springs; F.
DeHaitre, Rockland; F. J. Dodd, Ottawa; R. O. Fisher, Ash-
grove; E. V. Frederick, Canpbellford; A. J. Fraleigh, Bloom-
field; E. J. Foster, IKagawong ; W. T. Gemniell, Seaforth; G.
E. Greenway, Little Britain; W. A. Graham, Toronto; W. E.
Gallie, Barrie; C. Gilmour, Toronto; C. H. Hair, Lavender ; R.
B. Harris, Prince Albert; J. C. Hunt, London; W. B. Hunt,
London-; K. H. Holmes, Chatlam; W. B. Hendry, Toronto; F.
W. Hill, Ottawt; D. El. Houston, Belleville; E. L. Hodgson,
Toronto; H. . Jamieson, Guelph; W. J. Kerfoot, Minesing;
C. E. Kinsler, Ruseom; J. H. Kidd, Warsaw; M. H. Lang,
Langford; J. D. Leeson, Toronto; Isabella Little, Toronto; H.
Moore, Athens; C. F. Magee, North Gower; W. N. Meldruin,
Ayr; G. E. Marshall, Toronto; J. H. Munro, Maxville; P. J.
Mugan, Toronto; D. C. Murray, Newton ; D. Munro, Blythes-
wood; R. C. McLean, St. Thomas: J. M. McCulloch, Durhan;
E. A. McCulloch, Thonasburg ; J. A Mclntosh, Vankleek Hill:
R. MeLaughlin, Cumberland; W. W. McKinley, Sealey's Bay;
G. W. Mclntosh, Mississippi Station; D. M. McCarthy, Kings-
ton; J. MeLellan, Toronto; G. W. R. McCartney, Carlisle; T.
H. MeColl, Wallacetown; Hector MeLean, ilencoe; À. Me-
Innes, Bognor; B. R. O'Reilly, Toronto; J. A. Oille, Sparta;
A. D. Proctor, Ottawa; J. Phillips, Hewett; M. J. Perkins,
Toronto; P. F. Quinlan, Stratford; F. A. Ross, Guthrie; G. A,
Richardson, Stouffville; V. Ross, Guthrie; E. J. Robinson.
North Williamsburg ; Victoria Reed, Kingston; J. W. Rown-
tree, Thistletown; A. A. Staley, Wolfe Island; S. Singer,
Toronto; W. R Secord, Brantford; A. H. Singleton, Newboro';
George E. Smith, Toronto; E. A. Taggart, Ottawa; G. H. Ward,
Napa.nee; A. Willson, Russell; W. T. Williains, St. Thoinas;
W. A. Woolner, Toronto; G. F. Wilson, Toronto; B. C. Weir,
Strathroy ; E. J. F. Willians, Brockville; J. M. Young, Renfrew.
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INTERMEDIATE.

N. G. Allin, Bowmanville; R. W. Anderson, Toronto; W. G.
Anderson, Thorndale; A..H. Adams, Whitby; W. J. Barber,
Toronto; F. W. Blakeman, Stratford; M. E. Branscombe,
Picton: A. V. Brown, Neustadt; F. J. Brodie, Forest:
N. Blanchard, Sunderland; J. W. Brien, Lindsay; J. A. Brown,
Colborne; H. R. H. Bryan, Cairngorni; J. H. Bennett, Sarnia;
H. G. F. Blair, Ashton; J. H. Berwick, Gorrie; L. V. Croft,
Middlevilfe; J. H. Cryan, Demorestville; W. K. Clarke, Schom-
berg; A. H. W. Caulfield, Toronto; W. H. Carveth, Toronto;
C. W. Clark, Picton; W. J. Chàpman, Holland Landing; J. C.
Caskey, Twveed; G. W. Crosby, Campbellford; J. A. Duncan,
Elora; E. DeHaitre, Rockland; T. Alex. Davies, Toronto:
G. A. Durnin, Dungannon; F. J. Dodd, Ottawa; R. H. Ells,
Ottawa; G. E. Eakins, Toronto; A. J. Fraleigh, Bloomfield;
B. J. Ferguson, Teeswater; E. J. Foster. Kagawong; J. Fergu-
son, Hamilton; J. V. Gallivan, Kingston; John Grahan,
Belwood, A. L. Hore, Valentia; F. N. Hughes, Fennells; W. H.
Harvey, Toronto; W. B. ·Hendry, Toronto; F. W. Hill, Ottawa;
D. H. Houston, Belleville; E. L. Hodgson, Toronto; A. C. C.
Johnston, Toronto; N. D. Kyle, Belwood; A. Kingliorn, Tor-
onto; J. F. L. Killoran, Seaforth; H. E. Knoke, Mitchell;
J. A. Kane, Orillia; J. H. Kidd, Warsaw ; Isabella Little,
Toronto; D. C. Murray, Newton; A. F. Malloy, 'Nobleton;
G. N. Narshall, Toronto; J. H. Munro, Maxville; C. F. Magee,
North Gower; H. Moore, Athens; P. J. Mugan, Toronto; A. J.
Manard, Belle River; D. Munro, Blytheswood; H. C. McLean,
St. Thoinas; J. A. McIlntosh, Vankleek Hill; 0. C. McCullough,
Gananoque; A. H. McFadden, Mill Brook; W. A. MeQuade,
Warsaw; P. McGibbon, Forest; W. E. McLellau, Almonte:
R. A. MeLurg, Sault Ste. Marie; R. McCaffrey, Madoc; R. J. P.
McCulloch, Thomasburc; E. A. McCulloch, Thomasburg; W. E.
McLaughlin, Cadinus; J. K. McGregor, Waterdown; A. G.
McMillan, London; J. M. McCulloch, Durham; A. D. Proctor,
Ottawa; M. J. Perkins, Toronto; R. J. Robinson, North
Williamsburg; Victoria Reed, Kingston: William Reid, Water-
ford; F. J. Rundle, Port Ferry; J. W. Rowantree, Thistietown;
J. B. Stallwood, Hagersville; W. E. Somers, Waterford ; A. E.
Schultz, Elnira: A. B. Sutton, Cooksville; F. J. Sheahan,
Newark; A. A. J. Simpson, ' hite Chureh ; A. H. Singleton,
Newboro'; L. G. Stewart, Toronto; George F. Smith; Toronto;
E. G. Spence,. London; N. F. Sutton, Madoe; E. A. Taggart,
Ottawa; W. F. Thorn, Picton; A. Turner, London; A. S. Uns-
worth, Hamilton; F. S. Vrooman, Lindsay; B. C. Weir, Strath-
roy; B. C. H. Whyte, Mil Brook; F. A. Watterson, Manotick;
E. J. F. Williams, Brockville; S. B. Walker, Niagara Falls;
J. M. Young, Renfrew.



GRADUATES OF TORONTO UNIVERSITY IN MEDI-
CINE HOLD A REUNION

The class of 1894 in medicine of Toronto University held a
reunion June 16th in celebration of their tenth anniversary.
A banquet vas held at the University dining hall. Out of a
class of 65 members the large number of 25 gathered together
to celebrate the event. Meibers of the class were ,resent
from Fredericton, N.B., Chicago, Warren, Pa., Detroit and fron
all parts of Ontario.

Dr. D. A. McClenahan, of Waterdown, president of the class,
was in the chair, and seated on his right was Dr. James H.
Richardson, for many years professor of anatomy at Toronto
University, who was the only guest of the evening.

The toast of the King was proposed by the president.
The toast to Canada was proposed by Dr. F. W. Sniith, of

Aylmer, and replied to by Dr. Richardson in a speech full of
reminiscences.

Dr. G. M. Ferris, of Cobourg, proposed Toronto University
and Prof. Mcllwraith, a member of the class, responded.

Dr. Brain, of Crysler. proposed the ladies and the toast was
responded to by Dr. W. A. Ball and Dr. Beeket, of Thamesville.

The "'Absent Members " of the elass were honored- and a
large number of letters were read from members of the class
expressing regret at not being present.

It was decided to hold another reunion in five years.
The officers of the class were elected as follows: Hon. Presi-

dent, Dr. James H. Richardson; President, Dr. E. B. Fisher,
Frederieton, N.B.; Vice-President, Dr. G. M. Ferris, Cobourg ;
Secretary, Dr. W. J. McCollum, Toronto

The following were present: W. H. Alexander, Toronto; W.
Arrell, Cayuga; W A. Ball, Toronto; A. W. Aikins, Chicago;
W. E. Brain, Crysler ; J. D. Curtis, St. Thomas; W. B. Boyd,
Coldwater; E. B. Fisher, Fredericton, N.B.; G. M. Ferris,
Cobourg; J. W. Ford, Thorndale; J. Becket, Thamesvillq; E.
D. Graham, Queensville; K. C. McIlwrath, Toronto; D. H.
McClenahan, Waterdown; F. W. Smith, Aylimer; W. A. Hackett,
Detroit; J. R. Durham, Warren, Pa.; J. A. White, Lindsay;
J. R. Meneke, Bridgeburg; J. A. Lawson, Brampton; W. Laid-
law, Edgar; H. H. Sinclair, Walkerton-; J. Stenhouse, Toronto;
W. J. McCollum, Toronto.



UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO.

The events of Commencement week of the University of
Toronto were unusually interesting. They included luncheon
parties, concerts, dances, .at-homes, open-air plays, lacrosse,
tennis and cricket matches, garden parties, excursions, etc.

The annual meeting of the Aluini Association was held in
the Chemical Laboratory on Thursday afternoon, June 9th.
Dr. Rleeve, President of the Association, presided, and presented
the annual report of the Executive'Committee. The report
noted that there were now twenty-three branches in Ontario,
one in Quebec, one in Manitoba, three in British Columbia, and
two in the United States, making a total of forty-three organi-
zations. Reference is macle to the fact that the information
bureau of the association, which endeavors to keep inforined of
possible openings for Alumni in commercial, industrial and pro-
fessional phases of activity, had been able during the year to
assist a consicerable number of graduates and undergraduates
to positions of emolument.

The Convocation Hall Fund, subscriptions to date totalled
S51,787, and the structure would be coinmenced forthwith.
The University of Toronto Monthly at the end of the year
showed a profit balance of $219. The Treasurer of the Associ-
ation reported a surplus on May 31 st ult. of 8272.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The report was adopted, as was also the report of the Noini-
nating Comtnittee recommending the following officers for the
ensung year:.-

Hon. President, Jas. Loudon, LL.D.; President, R. A. Rteeve,
M.D., LL.D; Jst Vice-President, I. H. Cameron, M.D., F.R.C.S.
Vice-Presidents-J. E. Glashan, LL.B., Ottawa; Rev. James
Allan, M.A., Sault Ste. Marie; Rev. Neil MacNish, LL.D., Corn-
vall; Sheriff William. Watt, LLB., Brantford; William Gunn,

M.D., Clinton; Rev. J. E. Tolmie, B.A., Windsor; Secretary-
Treasurer, J. C. McLennan, Ph.D. Executive Comniittee-A. R.
Bain, Miss E. Balmer, Miss M. E. T. Addison, Dr. W. L. T.
Addison, A. F. Aylesworth, G. A. Binghan, J. S. Carstairs,
Harold Clark, H. J.-Crawford, W. H. Eulis, Rev. G. R. Faskin,
Dr. J. T. Fotheringhani, N. W. Hoyles, O. C. Jones, M. H.
Ludwig, Rèv. E. Bruce Macdonald, Dr. McPhedran, Rev. John
Neil, Dr. W. Packenham, Win. Prendergast, Thos. Langton,
Professor Squair, J. R. L. Starr, F. H. Torrington, R. S. Waldie,
Geo. Wilkie, W. T. White, Prof. J. McGregor Young and R. J.
Younge.

On the same evening the Chancellor, Sir ·Wm. Meredith,
delivered an address. He gave a comprehensive résmeé of the.
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progress, the present statis, and the needs of the University.
\Vhile noting the splendid progress that had been made in all
departnents during recent years. Sir William expressed the
opinion that inadequate support was given the University in
view of the imperative needs for larger equipment and
broadeiing curricula. He also announced that Mrs. Massev-
Treble intended to provide funds for the erection of a University
Household Science Building, to be situated on University pro-
perty between Victoria and Wycliffe Colleges. He furtiier
announced that the Dominion Governinent had accepted and
approved of a site for a new Observatory, to be erected within
two years, on University property situated on the south-west
corner of Bloor Street and Devonshire Place.

Speaking of the Medical Faculty, he declared a more self-
denying and loyal facnity could not be found in any University.
The total enrolment of students had increased froin 490 last
vear to 724 this ycar, including the Trinity students, and 90
occasionai Dental students. The Faculty comprised 90 mem-
bers, and the amalgamation of the Toronto and Trinity Facul-
ties had been happily accomplished without friction. lie noted
that the suminer post-graduate course, begun June lst, was
proving a great success, over 25 practitioners in the province
laving'enrolled in t.he course. Reference was also inade to the
establishing of a new course in Publie Health, -which would
prove of very considerable advantage to the public.

As to the seheme for a woman's residence, Sir William
declared that the plan was about to assume practical shape.
Steps were now on foot to make a beoiinningr il the way of
establishing a temnporary woman's residence for next vear.
H1e regretted that there was no immediate prospect of a me' s
residence. Little could be expected from the Government in
this connection. However, nov that Convocation Hall was
a-ssured, probably the Alumni could undertake with equal
success the scheme for a residence for the men students.

CRoVOCATION Hau...

The corner stone of the Uiiversitv Convocation Ball was
laid by the LieuL-Governor at twelve o'clock, Friday, June 10th.
Dr. Reeve rejoiced that the faith of the Alumni and friends of
the Uiversity was about to be rew'arded. He then read the
following letter fromn Dr. Goldwin Snmith:

THE GRANGE, ToRoNTo, .June 9th, 1904.

To R. A. Recre, .D., President of t1 Alumni Association,
University of Toronto.

DEAn DR. RtEVE,--i am sorry to find that I have to plead
physical weak-ness as my excuse for inability to take part., as I
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had hoped to do, in the laying of the foundation stone of our
new Convocation Hall to-mnorrow.

It is needless to say low hearty an interest I feel in any-
thing thiat marks the succéss, progress and unity of ourUni-
versai. We are now on the right track: that of combining in
one great provincial university the resources, once scattered
over a number of local and denoininational institutions. Cor-
respondents of the papers are calling upon the university for
tie highest class of lecturing power. First-rite lecturing
power is a coinmodity for which, as for other first-rate coin-
inodities, we nust pay a first-rate price, and this we can do
only by a combination of our resources. For my part I do not
covet an unlimited increase in the number of students. The
more intellectual callings may become overstocked, and vou
may then have ambition and sensibility without bread. At
the sari- time the ist of university studiés has been made
practical, perhaps to the full extent possible, without coin-
promising the special function of a university as a place of the
higher knowledge and training. For exceptional ability lowly-
born a w-ay to rise should, in the interest of society, always be
made. All honest callings are equally respectable, and when
pursued with industry and cheered by donestie affection may
be equaily happy. In a vorld 'exed with political strife and
wars or rumors of wars you are laying the foundation stone of
a hall of peaceful progress. In a world mnuch given over to
the pursuit of gain you are paying bornage to the culture
which belongs to the higher nature of man. Where you now
gather, teneration af ter generation of professors and students
will gather as the ages go on. In time, probably, with the
progress of science and of society, t.hey will differ from our
generation as widely as oui- generaîtion does fron the professors
and students of tie middle ages. But the foundation stone
laid to-day will remain uunmoved, and so we hope and believe
w-ill the isefulness aud honor of the Universitv of Toronto.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) GoLIwnT Sxrra.

fis Honor tapped the block of granite Lirce tines, and said
"I declare this stone to be well and truly laid." They had
heard, he said, something of the difficulties that had been
encountered. When they saw this building completed, he had
no doubt the Government would sec its way clear to render
still furiher assistance to the University. It was quite erro-
neous to think that the demands of the Universitv would ever
be satisfied, the greater its classes the more it would require
for its maintenance.

Hon. Mr. Harcourt, the Minister of Education, said that lie
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was delighted to be there as a graduate, the building was
largely to be pheed to the credit of the graduates. The
potentialities of the University rested not in its buildings, nor
in governments, but in the graduates themselves. He was
glad to learn that the undergraduates had contributed thou-
sands of dollars, and the Lieutenant-Governor had a half
interest in the building. He might say that it was strictly a
limited partnership. The Governnent's liability was not to be
more than 850,000. That was to be understood. He thougit
that they should make their appeal nov to the Alumni who
had not yet contributed.

The annual Convocation was held in the Gymnasiunm on the
the sanie afternoon. After the close of the Convocation a large
garden party was held on the University Campus. At the
Alunmni dinner, held on the saine evening, mnany interesting
speeches -were dielivered. froni thei we eull the following
abstracts:

THE IlEUENANT-GOVERNOR.

His Ilonor the Lieutenant-Governor, n proposing the toast
to Ammo 2a.er, noted with satisfaction tlie growing public
interest in the velfare and grovth of the eniversity. He
believed that the future of the University nmust, in the main.
be with the Alumni, whose efforts in behalf of their Almar
JIfaer would go far towards strengthening the bonds of the
Governmnenut. He empha.sized the importance of the culture
idea in university education as distinct from the inere bread-
and-butter spees of education. As Favorinns had said, there
was nothing great in life but man, and nothing great in man
but nmind.

His Honor urged college nen te devote thmemselves to

research work in special subjects of the university curriculum.
There vere great difliculties, jealousies, and disappointments in
the field of professional and commercial life, but in the pursuit
of trutli there was no disappointment to the earnest seeker.
Learning w-as its own reward.

PRESIDErT HARPER.

Professor Harper, the newly-made alumnus of Toronto, in
replying to the to.ast, was fpleased to be able to cal himself one
of the Alumni gathercd there. He brouglit the greetings of
Toronto men at the University of Chicago. A finer body of
uiiversity, men h.e did not know. The university spirit where-
ever found was united ever in the desire to do earnest and
sincere work, to push forward the outer bounds of knowledge
in ail the great realms of- truth. There could bc no jealous
rivalries in such a work. It was just suci gatherings of
university men that removed ail jealousies and misconceptions.
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Continuing, Dr. Harper referred to the ever pertinent uni-
versity question-the question of imoney. During the last few
years, lie declared, 90 per -cent. of the money wbieh caie to
the University of Chicago lhad come unsolicited. Men of
ineans could find no better way of getting rid of their surplus
w'ealth than in helping out soie university scheme. It w-as
one of the encouracring signs of the age that men of wealth
w-vere co'ming to regard the university as so important a factor
in the upbuilding of a nation. But men, loyal. true, and self-
sacrificing, were needed as well as noney. 'lie cause of science
in these days witnessed sacrifices as great in its behalf as did
any mission iiovement. And such self-sacrificini men were to
be found on Toronto's facultv. The obligations of university
ien were wide, reachinr out into nearly every sphere of lfe,

private as vell as public.
But the great thing tlat had come to universitv life in the

past quarter century was the spirit of research. It w-as
admitted more and more that the prinary object of the univer-
sity wias to investigate rather than to teach. « «And in this con-
nection Toronto w-as abreast of the tines. The naines of
Toronto professors were known the world ov£er in connection
with original work in their departments. They must be given
increased facilities for such work. Only tlus would the
university keep abreast of the tines.

As one of the Alunnmm of Toronto, he pledged himuself to
work for the university along the lnes of researcli and investi-
gation.

UNIVERSITY AND GOVERNMENT.

Hon. Richard Harcourt, following Dr. Harper in reply to the
same toast, deciared tlat for long years there had been in the
Iegislature of the Province -no difference of opinion as to wlhat
the attitude of the province, as a w-hole, should be tow-ards the
universitv.. Public sentiment, lie believed, denianded that ell
province adequately support the Provincial University. But
the Government of the day had to consider not only the needs
of the nuiversity, but also the interests of the secondary and
prinary slchools. Last year the province gave one dollar oUt or
every four to the cause of education. He excused the lack of
further assistance ait present to the university on the ground
that the provincial revenue would not stand it. Toronto, like
every otier university, must be expected to laiment that its
growing needs could not be muet. Its position was not unique.
But lie believed the Governmuent w-as doing its best to ieet
gcenerously all reasonable denmands. I ask you only to wait
but a comnparatively short time, and you will get all you ask.

The Government, lie added, intended to -proceed not hastily,
but only after due deliberation. They -would at the earliest
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possible moment meet the just demands made in the interest of
the university, and, therefore, in the interest of the -whole
publie.

Judge Chisholm, of Berlin, also responded to the toast. A
few years ago, lie said, the University of Toronto dwelt in a
state of splendid isolation. It was not a common child of the
people of the province. Now this feeling had changed, thanks
largely to the efforts of the Alumni Association.

Professor Wm. Clarke paid a sincei e tribute to the work of
Provost iaklem in furthering and carrying through the
federation movement, and declared his own willingness to
further the interests of the united universities with all his
power.

CA-NADIAXN TO THE FORE.

Professor Newcomb declared that he vas proud to claim
Canada as bis native ]and. It was a coinmmon thing in -the
States to find on inquiry that many of the very highest men
in Am.erica were Canadians, and in many cases graduates of
the University of Toronto. He laid down as a thorougli test
of a nan's fitness the ascertaining as to whether or not lie had
the capacity to acquire " useless knowledge." The men who
succeeded, ho declared, were the men who had that faculty.
The university's objeet should be to train men to think and
observe, and to nake the best use -of their time.

Dr. M1inot drew some lessons from the experience of America's
oldest university, Harvard. The university, he believed, should
train its students to exercise the faculties of eve and ear in
appreciating the beauties of nature and sweet sound and to
understand their fellow man. The university must leave vith
its graduates the desire for the joy of services. He noted the
great achievements of Toronto University in the past But.
what had been done was but proinises of what w-as still to
come. He aptly expressed, in conclusion, the hope that the
Minister of Education "would never smother the Desdemona of
University Building under the pillow of financial expedieney."

Dr. McDougall, an alumnus of forty-five years standing,
spoke briefly, urging that people with money to give should
be strongly encouraged to coiie to the assistince of the
University.

Chancellor Bunrwash referred to the fact that this was the
sixtieth class in Arts -to graduate from Toronto University.
They inight welil draw inspiration fron tie proud record of
the past, and boast themselves to be even better than their
fathers, though the Alumni of the past had numbered many
strong and notable men. He declared that the University
must grow strong from its own inner strength. The Alumni
could do, in the end, more than the Governinent.



Personals.

Dr. E. C. Mellwraith, of Toronto, has removed fron Carlton
Street to 54 Avenue Road. '

Dr. C. T. Noeeker, of Waterloo, speit a month in New York,
working chiefly on the Eye and Ear.

Dr. John ?McCrae (Tor.'98) bas resigned his position as
Resident Pathologist to the Montreal General Hospital.

Dr. John J. Gunn, son of Dr. John Gunn of Ailsa Craig, has
been appointed to the staff of the Asylum for Insane, London.

Dr. Herbert Bruce, of Toronto, will sail from New York for
England, July 15th. He will attend the meeting of the British
Medical Association.

Drs. Osier and Thos. McCrae, of Baltimore, and Dr. Hugli A.
McCallum, of London, Ont., are going to attend the meeting of
the British -Medical Association.

Dr. Price-Brown will spend the summer months across the
Atlantie. He sailed fron Montreal on the lst inst.and expects
to return to the city early in Septenber.

Dr. J. ]E. Bull (Tor. '94), Holland Centre, lias been appointed
Associate Coroner for the County of Grey, and Dr. N. J. Amyot
(Tor. '95), of Belle River, bas been appointed Associate Coroner
for tle County of Essex.

Dr. Gilbert Royce (Tor. '97), who has been practising in
Ottawa since 1898, is paying a visit to Toronto, lis old home.
He goes to New York for post-graduate work early in July.
Hie vill make a specialty of the Eye and Ear and will return
to Ottawa.

Dr. Robt. G. Brett (Vie. 74), is Vice-President of the Calgary
Alumuni Association. At the annual dinner held on the evening
of April 1st, thirty menbers frou Calgary and South Alberta
were presént. The speakers expressed pleasure at the entrance
of Trinity University into confederation.

Dr. E. K. Culien (Tor. '03) published in the Joh7ls Rop s
Bulletin last December, "'A M 3lorphological Study of the blood
of certain Fishes and Bird,"- with special reference to the
leucoeytes of birds, and including a note on the occurrence of
filariasin the blood of two birds and two poreupines.

Dr. Eerbert D. Pease (Tor. '93) sometime Tellow in Pathology
in the University of Johns lopkins, Baltimore, and later an
official Bacteriologist.at Philadelphia and Buffalo, is at present
Director of the Antitoxin Laboratory of the New York State
Departnent of Health at Albany, N.Y.



Dr. Herbert E. Wallace, of Bolton, vas married to Miss
Bonnar, June 7th.

Dr. F. D. McGrattam, of Port Perry, was married to Miss
Jenkins, June 29th.

Dr. Albert H. Cook, of Dover Plains, N.Y., was married to
Miss Patterson, of Toronto, June 9th.

Dr. Lelia Davis lias removed from 189 College Street to the
Alexandra Apartients, Tniversity Avenue.

Dr. W. P. Caven sailed from Montreal for England June
16th. He will return to Canada about August 15th.

Dr. Hodgetts, Secretary of the Provincial Board of Health,
attended -the meeting of the Publie Health Association of
America held in Washington, June 7, 8, 9, 10.

Dr. Herbert Burnham, of Toronto, will ]eave for New York,
July 5th, and will sail fron tiat city for London, July 9th.
-He wiil return~to Canada and resume practice September lst.

Sir Frederick Treeves, the eminent English Surgeon, visited
the United States early in June, after a tour through the West
he reached Philadelphia June 15th and received the Ionorary
degree of LL.D., froni the University of Penusylvania.

Prof. Pozzi, the famous gynecologist of Paris, and Editor
of " The Review de Gynaecologie," came to America to attend
the Congress of French speaking Physicians, held in Mjontreal
June 28th. He visited Toronto June 25th, and was entertained
at dinner on that evening by the Dean and Faculty of Medicine
of the University of Toronto.

The following were elected officers of the Ontario Medical
Association for the ensuing year :-President, Dr. Wm. Burt,
Paris; Ist Vice-Pres., Dr. J. L. Davison; 2nd Vice-Pres., Dr.
Geo. Hfodge, London; 3rd Vice-Pres., Dr. Ed. Ryan, Kingston;
Mth Vice-Pes., Dr. T. H. Middleboro, Owen Sound; General
Secretary, Dr. Chas. P. Lusk, Toronto; Ass. Secretary, Dr.
Samuel Johnston, Toronto; Treasurer, Dr. Fred. T. Fenton.

The next meeting of the Pan-American Congress will be
held in Panama, the latter part of December, 1904. This Con-
gres- meets every tlree years. It was organized by Dr.
William Pepper, of Philadelphia; Dr. C. A. Reed, of Cincinnati:
Dr, Albert Van der Veer, of Albany, N.Y.; and Dr. R. L. E.
Johnson, of Washington. The following meetin2s have thus
far been held-.First, in Washington, 1893; second, in Mexico,
1896; third. in Cuba, 1901.
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Obituary.

REGINALD HENWOOD, M.D.

Dr. Reginald Henwood died May 23rd, aged 76. He was
born in England and came to Toronto while in his teens. He
became a licentiate of the Medical Board of Upper Canada
College in 1846, and shortly after weit to Brantford, where, for
half a century, lie was the leading physician of the conmunity.
He was a very able physician, and. at the same time an
extremely lovable man.

CHARLES WALTER CHAFFEE, MD., M.C., P. AND S.O.

Dr. C. W. Chaffee, of 614 Spadina Avenue, Toronto, died
after a short illness from pneunionia, May 25th. He received
his medical education in the Toronto Sehool of Medicine, and
after engaging in regular practice for a few years becane
connected with the 1.O.F., and worked with that Order up to
the time of his last illness.

VINCENT HOWARD MOORE, M.D., LL.D.

Dr. V. H. Moore, of Brockville, died unexpectedly at his
home on June 8th, aged 56. He iad been in poor health, due
to chronie disease of the liver, for some tiie, but recently had
sufficiently recovered to resume in part his practice. We are
told that, without warning, he was suddenly stricken with heart
failure and died at once. Dr. -Moore graduated in Medicine at
Queen's College, Kingston, in 1870, and practised continuously
in Brockville froin that time up to the time of his last illness.
He was a very staunch advocate and warm champion of Queen's
University, of which he was for years the representative in the
Ontario Medical Council. -He was made a Fellow of the Royal
College of Physicians and Surgeons, in Kingston, in 1890, and
was made LLD. by Queen's University in 1903. He was one
of the most influential memubers of the Ontario Medical Council
and one of its past presidents. Apart from his large surgical
practice, he was one of the nost progressive citizens of Pres-
cott, and was promineut in all municipal affairs. He was also
for mnany years surgeon for the 41st Battalion. fie was a
staunch Conservative and took an active part in elections,
being one of the best political speakers in the riding. He
possessed rare social qualities, and was deeply beloved by his
many friends.



Book Reviews.

AMERICAN EDITION OF NOTHNAGEL'S PRACTICE.

T1uberculosis and Acute General Miliary Tuberculosis. By ]Un. G. CORNET, of
Berlin. Edited, with additions, by WArLTn B. JMEs, M. D., Professor of
the Practice of Medicine in the College of Physicians and Surgeons
(Columbia University), New York. Handsomue octavo volume of 806 pages.
Piladelphia, New% York, London: W. B. Saunders & Co., 1904. Canadian
Agents: J. A. Carveth & Co., Limited, 434 Yonge Street. Toronto. Cloth,
55.00 net; Half Morocco, $6.00 net.

This is the seventh volume to be issued in Saunders' American
edition of "N ŽothnageTs Practice," and the remaining four
volumes are in active preparation for early publication.

The American edition of Professor Cornet's exhaustive work
appears at a time when the subject of tuberculosis has a peculiar
claim upon the attention of mankind. Within a few years both
professional and general public interest in the disease bas taken
eniormnous strides In almost every civilized community societies
for the prevention of tuberculosis are being organized, and
these are composed not only of physicians but of laymen, while
governments themselves are taking an active part in the
-movement. lUnder these circumstances, and at this time, the
-work is of interest to practitioners, for there is no other treatise
which gives an equally clear and comprehensive view of this
subject.

The article on Acute General hIiliary Tuberculosis has been
admirably written, and gives a thoroughly clear understanding
of this disease.

The importance of the Chemistry of the Tubercle Bacillus
and its bearing upon immunity have warranted a thorough
treatment of this subject.

The work is complete and logically arranged, and the editor
has nade additions where necessary to bring it down to date.

Kanual of Xateria Medica ad Pharmacy. Specially designed for the use of
practitioners and medical, pliarmaceutical, dental, andvetcrinary stuaents.
3y E. STANTos Muzn, Plh.G., V.M.D., instructor in Comparative Materia

2%edica, and Pharmacv in the University of Pennsylvania. Third edition,
revised and enlarged. Crown octavo, 19'2 pages, interleaved throughout.
Bound in extra cloth, 52.00 net. F. A. Davis Company, Puiblisliers, 1914-
16 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The object of this work is to give a concise statement of the
important facts of the medicines most likely to be used by a
student when he becomes a practitioner. A third edition shows
tliat the book is deservedly popular among the readers for
whom it was intended.
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Treatment of Bronchopneumonia.
Iow to care for a beby with bronchopneunonia is sum-

marized by Northrup in the followincr:
1. Castor oil to clear the field of operation. It is the first aid

to the iijured.
2. Fresh air, cool and -flowing. It reddens the blood, stimu-

lates the heart, improves digestion, quiets restlessness, aids
against toxemia. Regulate the temperature of air of the room
inversely to that of the child. The patient's feet must always
be warm, and the head cool.

3. Water, plenty, inside and outside. Temperature of the
water as indicated by child's temperature.

4. Quiet and rest. Tranquillizing influences about patient.
Undisturbed sleep.

5. Correct feedings to avoid fermentation and gas in abdomen.
If there is need, high hot salines.

6. Antipyretics. Water. No coal tar products.
7. Heart stimulants. Fresh. air, hot foot baths. Relieving

tympLiiites and crowding. Hot foot-baths and hot salines can
be given in a cold rooni. Both can be given under the bed-
clothes.

Drugs.--Whiskey and strychnine. These are the first drugs
inentioned in this paper, unless that household remedy, castor
oil, be included. Promote general coimfort in every rational

How to kill a Baby with Pneumonia.-Crib in far corner of
room with canopy over it. Steani kettle; gas stove (leaky
tubing). Room at 80 F. Many gas jets burning. Friends in
the room, also the pug dog. Chest tightly developed in waist-
coat poultice. If child's temperature is 105 F. inake a poultice
thick, hot and tight. Blanket the windows, shut the doors. If
these do not do it, give coal-tar antipyretics and wait.--Med.
NVews amd Jowr'. Arm. Med. Asso.

Serum Treatment of Puerperal Fever.
Peham relates that the experience at Chrobak's clinie with

Marniorek's serum were not favorable, but that Paltauf's anti-
streptococcus seruin has shown an iinmistakably beneficial
action. It is derived from horses inoculated directly with fresh
streptococcus cultures from puerperal processes and other severe
streptococcus infections in man, with no passage through ani-
mals. Twenty-six cases of puerperal infection were injected
with the Paltauf serum and all those patients with pure strepto-
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coccus infection rapidly recovered, iucludingr one case of puer-
peral peritonitis. In the cases in which no benefit was apparent
bacteriologie investigation showed that the infection was due
solely to the colon bacillus or pneumonia germ.-Wiener
Wochenschu'ift,'i. fJov. Ame. i1-ed. A eso.

THE DOCTOR IN POETRY.
AIR. "SoLDn:R AN' SAnLon, Too."

(I'ith apologicsto.1lr. Rauidard Kipling)

.As I vas agoing 'one to bed, through a mulddy country lane,
I seen a man in a oilskin cape, atrudgin' through the rain,
'E 'adni't a match, an' 's pipe was out, as' I ses to 'in, "Oo are you "
An' 'e ses, " in a doctol, the country doctor, surgeon an' midwife tuoo"
Now 'e nevcr gets paid for 'arf 'e does, an' 'e does the work of two,
An' 'e isn't one of the gentlcfolks, 'an 'e ain't likea me nor you,
E's a sort of a bloomin' chameleotype, surgeon an mnidw'ife too.

An' I secn 'im again all over the shop, aplayin' all sorts of rags,
Like settin' a fractured collar-bune with a couple of touch-liie flags,
An' the parsons owe 'im ioney, for their wives give 'im work to ,do.
Though 'e's unly the doctor, the country doctor. surgeon an' miid wife tou.
An' the Poor Law Board they sits on 'im, an' tries to dock 's screw,
Thougli 'e 'as 's bread and cheese to git the saie as nie or you.
They think 'e's a 'aughty philantocrat, surgeon au' imidn ifq too.

An' 1 seen 'im again with a knife an' things, and the sweat wYas mn 'is br. m,
'E was trying to mend the guts of a bloke as 'ad spiked 'isself in a rom
'Twas late at night an' 'e 'adn't no light, tb sec what 'c 'ad to do,
An' 'is pal w-as a doctor, a country ductor, surgeon an' iidwife too.
*E 'adn't got far with 'is little job, 'e wasn't but 'alfway through,
Wh ic blke sits up an' asks for a drink, the sane as it'might be you
Ro : t-hey ain't nu special aneosthetutes, surgeon and midwife too.

But thlere wasn't a call to do as ycu dune whei youn 'ad the gout in yer toc,
And you fetched 'iii ut in the dead of night, an' 'c'ad six miles to go,
For yuu've 'ad it befure, and you'll have it again, and you kno10 just what

to do.
Y<.a don't want the pore old country e duc,' dispenser an' staff nurse too.
You pays 'imîî ? Wlat t Yes, tuppence a week, an' you're earnin' "thirty-

two.''
An' 'e 'as to subscribe to your football club, which you're too mean to do.
Because ''s the doctor, the country doctor, surgeon an' inidwife too.

Now I never belivc'es in then specialist thieves, what stasmer, an' grunt,
an' blow,

As 'Il watch yer die with a winkin' eye for a 'undred pound or so;
An' wlen it's " Checks 7" an' "'Oose turn next ?"-whicl I 'opes it w'oni't

be you!-
Let's stick to the doctor, the country doctor, surgeon an' nidwife too.
An' wlen you cone to the Bar of Gawd, an' 'E says "'Oo passed you
B"~.4throumgh ?"
(For 'e 'ates Peculiar People an' tie Christian Science crew)
Just mention the doctor, the country doctor, surgeon and inidwife tou. -

E. G. B. A., in St. Bartholomcw's Hosplilz ,Jouirnal.
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